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The economy of Hong Kong is largely constituted by a large number
of small to medium sized Chinese firms. Most of these companies
evolved after the camtunist revolution took place in China and had
been successful in the past. This report aims at describing a local
calendar publisher through which it is hoped that a general idea can
be gathered on how Chinese companies were established why had these
companies been successful why are these companies required to change
now and in what direction are these companies changing to.
The authors attempt to introduce a market-oriented approach to
the aforesaid calendar publishing Printwell Canpany Limited, by
analysing its existing internal and external environment designing a
market research to investigate the custcmers' behavioural
characteristics establishing a set of realistic objectives and
designing -a set of marketing strategies in order to achieve these
objectives.
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Hong Kong has for a long time been referred to by westerners as
the Shopper's Paradise yet on the other hand, many Chinese have
referred to Hong Kong as Chinese Paradise. In fact, for many people
who are of Chinese descendence, Hong Kong is not only a place for
entertainment but also a land of opportunities. In a course of sane
35 years, Hong Kong has turned from a barren fishing village to becc m
a major city and financial centre of the world.
In addition to the roles played by a few major British firms such
as the Swire Group, Hong Kong's achievement is largely contributed by
a large number of small to medium, sized Chinese firms. The British
government adopted a positive non-intervention approach in Hong Kong
and at the same time provided many facilities for development such as
an efficient ccgmmnication system. Most of Hong Kong's residents are
descended from refugees who came to Hong Kong after the communist
revolution in China. They seized the opportunity in Hong Kong with
full awareness that there was no turning back. They worked very hard
and equipped Hong Kong with the only resource: human.
In the early days of Hong Kong's development, most of the
industries were labour intensive. But as the economy grew and
standard of living rose, Hong Kong was having difficulties to compete
2with its Asian counterparts such as Korea and Taiwan for their
abundance of cheap labour. Thus Hong Kong was required to up-grade
its products and to adopt a market-oriented approach. The management
of many Chinese cc npanies found this approach difficult to inplement
as many traditions have evolved and people tend to resist change.
In 1979 China adopted its open door policy after the decline of
the Gang of Four. This has created a dramatic change in Hong Kong's
economy and the subsequent signing of the Sino-British Joint
Declaration on the future of Hong Kong further consolidated China's
position as Hong Kong's most important trading partner. Many firms in
Hong Kong now have their China trade department and are pursuing the
China market actively.
In this report, a medium-sized Chinese calendar publisher was
chosen for analysis based on which a set of marketing strategies will
be reccirnended. This publisher, Printwell Ccupany Limited, was chosen
because of its background and typical characteristics as mentioned
above. Printwell's growth history also depicts the various market
areas that Hong Kong. was conducting most business with. Other
attributes such as a full marketing profile which comprises all the
relevant sectors of the external environment were also considered.
31.1 PURPOSE CF THE PROJEC'T'
This project has been conducted in accordance with the course
requirement of the three-year MBA progranm at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong. This project aims at developing a modern and effective
approach for the establishment of business policy and marketing
strategy of a private Chinese calendar publisher who has been
operating in Hong Kong for almost thirty years. The overall
objective is, of course, to reccmend adjustments in areas which are
at present deficient and to devise new marketing strategies where
necessary such that the operation.will be more profitable in the long
run.
Having been established for almost thirty years, one can hardly
deny that Printwell Company must have some sort of business policy
and marketing strategy. However, having examined the background and
growth history of Printwell Company,, it is felt that the existing
Chinese style of personal management is becoming out-of-date and that
a modern approach is necessary. In this project the existing
features of the calendar publishing industry in Hong Kong will be
covered in general and its structure, distribution channels and
market segmentation will be examined in particular. An in-depth
study of the market and customer profiles should be of particular
interest because these two profiles are mostly affected by the
economic and political changes witnessed in Southeast Asia as well as
in the People's Republic of China.
4It should be pointed out at this stage that the calendar
publishing industry in Hong Kong is relatively small and that most of
the operating publishers are of similar historical backgrounds and
management styles. Although the authors do not intend to deduce
the behaviour of the entire calendar market based on the observation
of Printwell Company,, it is felt that score generalizations can
perhaps be made. In this project, attempts are being made to
identify areas at which the existing management and marketing
strategies are deficient and to examine the nature of these
deficiencies. Many manager zt decisions are subjective and are at
best experience gained from hindsight. The product design and
production method of the calendar publishing industry are decisions
of the above nature and yet they are the two most important factors
governing a publisher's success.
Calendars that have not been printed with advertisement are
called blank calendars and are mostly distributed through
bookstores, supermarkets and department stores. This retailing
segment of the calendar market is relatively small and will not be
described in detail in the report. A brief discussion, however, will
be given in section 4.1 under the heading of Consumer Profile.
In order to ocopile an overall objective approach for the design
Df market research and the developrrtient of marketing strategy, the
nenbers of the research team incorporated opinions from various
sources. A series of executive interviews were undertaken before the
5main research which carised questionnaires for a few selected and
one randan samples. Data collected was then analysed to determine if
certain elements are correlated. The findings of the research will
form the basis for the marketing strategies.
Since the People's Republic of China adopted its open door
policy in 1977, it has soon beccre a very significant market segment
for calendar publishers in Hong Kong. It is estimated that the China
market may represent up to 40% of the total revenue of the calendar
market in Hong Kong. Owing to the very nature of China-trading,
particular reference is being made in describing haw Printwell
Canpany has been pursuing the China market during the last few years
and why it has not been successful. To be successful in
China-trading, an understanding of its bureaucracy, organization
structure, incentive system, business practice, foreign exchange
policy and inter-person relationships is required. This project will
describe the above aspects in connection with Printwell Company and
it should be noted that sane of the aspects are commn to all trades.
61.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE PROJECT
As a basis for tie unaerstanaing or trye project, t.tie metrioaoiogy
of the whole study is given in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, a detailed
background of the development and growth of Printwell Company is
presented together with an analysis on the inplication of PRC open
door policy. Chapter 4 gives an in-depth diagnosis of the present
situation of the Company by looking into the company and its
competitors, its products, its custoaners and its market. In Chapter
5 the procedures of conducting the market research are described.
Tentative hypotheses and objectives are first developed frcm the
previous situation analysis. With the sources of desired information
determined, the methods and steps for gathering the pertinent
information are outlined. Chapter 6 presents the descriptive
analysis of the research results in the form of cross-tabulation on a
question-by-question basis. Observations of attributes and
correlations between attributes are summarized from the tables. In
Chapter 7, both the long and short range .goals with specific
operational objectives are to be formulated, as only after the levels
of objectives be established can the concepts of business policy and
marketing strategies be meaningful. Chapter 8 gives a description on
the different marketing components upon which the product, price,
promotion and distribution strategies will be developed. Chapter 9
presents the establishment of corporate structure, sales forecast and
preliminary budget for the implementation of marketing strategies by
taking an objective and task approach. Finally the last chapter,




At the cannencement of this project, the owner of Printwell
Canpany was invited to give a full description on his personal
background and canpany. He was also asked to present the accounting
records and his company's past product catalogues for each year. The
history of Printwell Ccnnpany is presented in Chapter 3 of this
report. During this period, Printwell Caiipany has undergone a number
of changes in its market profile because of the econanical and
political changes in Southeast Asia. The time frame of this project
is being focused at the period from 1980 to present with the People's
Republic of China being an integral part of the market profile.
The approach of this project is different fran that of the
introduction of a new product. Printwell Cc*ipany has been
established for airost thirty years and must have done reasonably
well in order to survive that period. what is required is that
Printwell Caany should make adjustments in its management and
marketing strategies so that it will be pore profitable in future.
Due to this difference in approach, the market cc ponents are first
being described and examined in Chapter 4' under the following
headinas_
a. Consumer Profile - consumers are being categorized by their
nature of operation and their
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corresponding attributes which incluence their buying decisions.
the ccempetitive position of Printwellb. Cerny Profile
Company in the calendar market will be
analysed and its strengths and weaknesses
will also be identified.
• a brief description will be given for eachc. Ccr etitor Profile
of the competitors together with their
strengths and weaknesses. In comparative
terms, areas at which Printwell Company
have deficiencies will also be-identified.
- detailed description will be given ford. Market ProfilE
each of the markets where Printwell
Ccmpany has been conducting business with
and, in particular, the China market. It
will also be explained why certain markets
had ceased to be accessible and why
certain markets are difficult to pursue.
e. Product Profile - the product line of Printwell Ccarpany will
be described in detail in terms of its
cost and production method. The
influences of technological breakthroughs
and ideas for new products will also be
mentioned.
Having examined the above profiles closely, problems surrounding
9
Printwell Carpany are defined and are then translated into specific
research objectives. The market research should provide information
for ascertaining existing behaviours and for identifying new
opportunities. Two integral parts, namely, the executive interview
and market survey in the form of questionnaires were conducted. The
executive. interviews provided the opportunities to discuss certain
issues in detail and/or difficult to be incorporated in the
questionnaires. The executive interviews also served the function of
a pilot survey based on which the questionnaires were designed. A
total number of 300 questionnaires were mailed. 150 of them were
directed to 15 trades, selected in a randan fashion from the
population set contained in the yellow pages. The remaining 150 were
divided equally amongst the trades of printers, advertising agencies
and China traders selected in a randcxn fashion frcgn the existing and
prospective clients of Printwell Ccany. The prospective clients
are so defined as to include those who are existing calendar
purchasers and have once shown interest in purchasing calendars and
made initial contact with Printwell may.
The data collected was then collated and summarized in the form
of tables in Chapter 6. Attempts were made to observe any
relationships and/or correlations that may exist between different
market characteristics. Statistical analysis of the data collected
however is not quantitatively oriented as this market research was
the first of its kind for Printwell Company. Consequently, this
project only enabled the collection of data at one point in time such
10
that time series analysis or analysis of the nature for determining
trends was not possible.
Based on the observations in Chapter 6, marketing strategies
were devised initially from a broad set of alternatives. These
alternatives were then evaluated on the basis of their feasibility
and resources required. Particular emphasis was placed on the
distribution and salesforce aspects because it is believed that
Printwell Company is most deficient in these two areas. Emphasis was
also placed on the China market due to its vast potential and
relatively high profit margin. The overall strategic planning was
then compiled and their corresponding resources requirements were
also specified. This set of marketing strategies was then submitted
to the owner of Printwell Company for camients.
It must be pointed out that Printwe ll Carcany is not a very
large company such that priorities have to set in improving different
deficiencies. It is hoped that this project will provide a fraiework
for continued' investigation as the recommendation of this project
proves to be effective. This project is not aimed at producing a
miracle overnight but it-is discerned that research of its kind would




Printwell Ccmpany, one of the few calendar and greeting cards
publishers in Hong Kong, employs about fifteen persons in the office
and twenty-five workers in the factory. The office is located at
Wanchai which is an area quite convenient for printers and
publishers. The factory is located at Wong Chuk Hang which is a
major industrial area on the south side of the Hong Kong Island. The
carpany usually employs scene part-time workers at the second half of
the year in order to meet the critical delivery schedule. Their line
of products include film and paper calendars, greeting cards,
postcards and a small amount of Hong Kong scenery posters.
An interview was conducted with the sole proprietor of Printwell
Ccpany Mr. H.C. Chang and his son Mr. W.M. Chang in order to collect
data for this research. A series of interviews were subsequently




Mr. H.C. Chang, the sole proprietor of Printwell Carpany, was
born in a village about one hundred kilometers west of Guangzhou,
China. His father was a land-owner and Mr. Chang studied primary and
junior high school in his native village. He was then sent to
Xiasqing, a nearby city, to study senior high school and
matriculation courses. Mr. Chang studied hard and was about to be
enrolled into university just before the ccm unist revolution took
place. He was convinced that cnism was good for China under the
influence of his headmaster and soon became an agent for preaching
cannuinism in the nearby rural areas. He was not able to resume
studying because of his particular background as the son of a
land-owner. He then undertook a job as a sales agent for a rice
wholesaler in Guangzhou. He did well but soon became doubtful
whether he could trust the cc mnunist regime. He also realized that
there were many limitations because of his personal background. He
escaped to Hong Kong as a refugee in 1955.
Hong Kong was basically a fishing village in these days and
there was nothing to do because there were too many refugees from
China. Having worked relentlessly for two years for whatever he
could manage, he became a salesman in a bookstore near Happy Valley,
Hong Kong. It did not take him long to find out that he could
undersell postcards and postcard albums to earn a profit. However,
he had no resources to start his own business but it was at this
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point in time that the possibility of starting a publishing business
was implanted.
It was also during this period in time that he realized he
should acquire certain knowledge about printing if he was to enter
the publishing field. The publishing business was very attractive to
him for another reason: he discovered that if he could manage to
obtain the trust of a paper supplier and a printing factory, then the
publishing venture could be undertaken with little resources of his
own. In 1955 he changed his job to became a salesman for one of the
then largest printing shops in Hong Kong. He was responsible for
promoting the colour separation business both in Hong Kong and
Southeast Asia. During this period he was able to achieve his
objective of learning certain knowledge about printing and he was
also able to establish valuable connections which helped him to start
his own business at a later stage.
Having worked in the printing factory for three years, Mr. Chang
retained some savings of his own. Score of the clients that he was
responsible for had also agreed to extend support should Mr. Chang
want to start his own business. It was a difficult decision for Mr.
Chang because he needed a steady incczrre not only because he had to
support his family, but also some of the relatives in China.
However, he was of too proud a character to remain as a worker and so
determined to give it a try. In 1958, Mr. Chang established
Printwell Corrpany and registered as a solely owned private business.
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Mr. W.M. Chang, the son of the owner, was about twenty-nine when
the interview first took place in December 1986. He was born in Hong
Kong where he studied for primary and secondary school. He was then
sent to Canada for tertiary education and graduated frun the
University of Manitoba in 1978 with a Bachelor of Science degree in
civil engineering. Because of his academic standings, he was given a
scholarship for a Master progranme in applied hydraulics at the
University of Toronto. He returned to Hong Kong in 1981 and began
working as a design engineer for a British consulting firm. In 1985,
Mr. W.M. Chang joined his father in managing Printwell Company and in
particular, he was made responsible by his father for the China
market as well as liaising with suppliers from Japan and U.S.A.
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3.2 CCMPANY B KGROUND
When Printwell Ccopany was established in 1958, its main
objective was to publish postcards and calendars for the local market
and possibly scene export for Southeast Asia. The economy of Hong
Kong was not prosperous in those days and the domestic market never
really opened up. During its first two years of operation, the
company barely broke even and it was also difficult to find new
clients. The company employed only three staff members who undertook
responsibilities for selling as well as delivery. The postcards were
shown to the clients for selection while a leaflet printed with the
designs of calendars was used as a catalogue.
At this time various countries in Southeast Asia were becoming
accessible for Printwell Company and were apparently markets of good
potential. In 1961, Mr. H.C. Chang took a business trip to
Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam.
There was not any prominent publisher in the area except some
stationery inrorters who also imported some calendars and greeting
cards. The econcxny was mostly being controlled by Chinese who had
migrated to the area before and after the camRnunist revolution. Mr.
Chang was able to collect some orders and thus embarked on the first
step to export his products to Southeast Asia.
The catalogue in those days carprised only five to six designs.
The custaners having chosen the design would then place their orders
16
together with a copy of the advertisement of which they would like to
have printed on. The orders were basically of small quantities, such
as 500 sets, but there were nuirerous orders. The entire production
process was carried out in Hong Kong until 1965. In that year, most
of the sales agents for Printwell Company had grown in size and had
accumulated a certain amount of resources and experience associated
with calendar production. It was of mutual benefits to ship loose
sheet blank calendars to Southeast Asia where the printing of
advertisement and final collating/binding was carried out in the
respective area. The change in production method revealed that
Printwell's existing production method was not flexible enough.
Due to this change in the market, Mr. H.C. Chang had to look for
more orders because the workers who were responsible for
advertisement printing and calendars collating had less to do. He
made several trips to the region yearly to look over the market, to
liaise with existing agents, and to select trustworthy agents in
areas that Mr. Chang deemed possible to extend the market. Having
arranged all the necessary business arrangements, agency was
established in Vietnam, Thailand and Brunei in addition to the areas
mentioned above. These agents sent to Printwell Caripany orders which
might require to have the advertisements printed in Hong Kong or
blank loose-sheet calendars depending on the printing facilities they
had abroad.
During that period Printwell Company expanded very fast and was
17
soon rid of the debts and that most of the suppliers nas extenaea to
them a line of credit. In addition, more staff had to be employed.
As mentioned above, Mr. Chang had worked in a printing factory and
had therefore known many skilled workers. Some of them had decided
to work for Mr. Chang and at the same time through their introduction
it was able to hire many more skilled workers. The economy of Hong
Kong was still not very good then, and there was a lot of
unemployment. The calendar business is highly seasonal. Wages were
low and working hours were long. This was the custom in those days
because life was hard.
At peak season fran August to December, two shifts were
operated. Since refugees kept coining into Hong Kong, labour was
always available and there was no need to raise wages in order to
hold the workers. There was little equipment because labour was
cheap. Nevertheless annual salary reviews and bonuses were given at
the end of each year. In 1966, Mr. Chang seek for opportunities in
other markets such as U.S.A. and Europe. It was an obvious step
because there were large Chinese populations in various parts of
U.S.A. and Europe.
By 1964, there were a number of calendar publishers in Hong Kong
and the vigorous competition had driven down the profit margins. The
business in Southeast Asia was showing signs of distress as their
governments began imposing import tariffs on printed matters. This
was the main reason why Mr. Chang had to explore the North America
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and Europe market. In 1964, Mr. Chang made his first trip to U.S.A.
to cities where there was a significant Chinese population. He had
also evaluated the possibility of penetrating the non-Chinese
markets but the product types were and still are different. To
pursue the Chinese population was his primary objective. Having
established contacts with score local Chinese printers, Printwell
Carpany begain to export calendars to U.S.A. in 1967. The production
method was very similar to the one that had been adopted for
Southeast Asia. The exports to U.S.A. has not been substantial but
has been retained as a basic volume to alleviate the costs for
cor,Tricthts.
From 1968 to 1977, Printwell Conrany was able to maintain a
steady but nodest growth. The Southeast Asian markets were reducing
while being coTensated by the growth of U. S.A. markets. In the
early 70's, printed calendars were no longer feasible to be in-ported
in Southeast Asia and now designs together with the colour separation
emulsion sheets are sold such that printing can be done locally. Mr.
Chang had attempted to produce new items but had little success due
to the seasonal characteristic of the calendar industry. It was
difficult to produce a new product without having to increase the
resources at the peak calendar season. This seasonal fluctuation of
demand is a can problem for all calendar publishers and there is
not a good solution to this problem.
In 1977 following the downfall of the Gang of Four, the People's
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Republic of China adoped its open door policy. China-trading had
became very active and is now a significant portion for the economy
of Hong Kong. The situation has became more delicate since the
ccmrnncegrent of the Sino-British negotiation on the future of Hong
Kong. The subsequent Sino-British agreement had further consolidated
Hong Kong's particular position as a gateway to the China market.
Amongst other things, the demand for calendars by China and
China-traders had become an important market segment. In addition,
the requirements had also necessitated the production of better and
larger calendars. It was also at this time that the Japanese made
film calendars were successfully being introduced to Hong Kong.
The pursual of the China market is of a different nature from
other markets and had also changed the methodology of calendar
production. Film calendars have also became a very important product
type. Mr. Chang had known the film calendar for many years during
his previous trips to Japan. But it was not until the opening of the
China market that this product suddenly became profitable. Printwell
Canpany began to sell Japanese made film calendars in 1980 after the
product was successfully introduced by Anpak and Shun Cheong which
are Printwell's major competitors.
Mr. H.C. Chang was reluctant about the introduction of film
calendars because additional resources were required. Both Anpak and
Shun Cheong were not calendar publishers but had undertaken film
calendars as their new venture. Both of them had made considerable
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profits during the two years of introduction and thus creating the
necessity for calendar publishers to carry a full line of product to
include film calendars. Other calendar publishers such as Wishing
and Cheong Hing are still reluctant about film calendar because paper
calendar is their expertise and that their printing facilities rely
on printing paper calendars. For both econcmical and technical
reasons, film calendars have to be printed in Japan.
Since the open policy, Printwell Company had enjoyed an annual
growth of about 8%. There is much potential in the China market not
only in the form of selling calendars but other forms of publishing
business as well. In 1986, Printwell Ccsapany had established a
mutual agreement with Guangdong Publishing Import and Export Ccn pany
to publish greeting cards in China. Mr. W.M. Chang had also
successfully ilemented a stock photography representation for an
American photo-library to sell colour transparencies for printing
purposes in China.
Due to the particular requirements that will be discussed in
detail in section 4.2.1 for China, Mr. W.M. Chang had to establish
business contacts as well as production centers in China. In this
research, it is pointed out with emphasis that China is a very
important market for the future growth of Printwell Conpany. The
market research and the development of the marketing strategies has
enlisted China market as its primary objective.
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3.3 GRC W H S R TEGIES
During its early years of operation, the growth strategies for
Printwell Canpany was to establish personal relationships with local
bookstores and printers who acted as brokers for postcards and
calendars respectively. The publishing industry was then very small
and that everyone know each other. It has always been a Chinese
practice to establish friendship that could bring forth the trust and
understanding that is required for a good business relationship. Mr.
H.C. Chang worked as a salesman himself and was very active in the
social scene.
Because of the limited resources available to Printwell Company
in those days, it was difficult for Mr. Chang to develop new products
if there was no explicit demand. The idea of a new product was to be
first discussed with the clients and at the same time efforts were
made to secure an order. It was only after certain number of orders
had been secured would Mr. Chang undertake the actual production
process. Clients were asked to place a deposit for their orders and
their deposit would cargpose part of the working capital. Financing
through local banks was difficult because Printwell did not have much
assets that could be pledged as collateral. Business was conducted
by credit terms that had been extended to Printwell because of its
goodwill.
In the course of pursuing the Southeast Asia markets, business
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relationship was established by the introduction of acquaintances.
Printwell had established a reputation for its quality and the
pricing structure was set in line with the then only other publisher,
Wishing Printing Catpany. The Southeast Asian markets were not too
difficult to pursue because there had been a built-up demand. There
were basically two publishers, Printwell and Wishing, and it was only
natural that the local brokers look for different suppliers to rely
on. Other than maintaining its quality and to supply the brokers at
a catpetitive price, Printwell relied on its brokers to prcwte its
business in Southeast Asia.
Having established contact in many U.S. cities such as San
Francisco, Chicago and New York, Printwell relied on their agents to
give their orders. The travelling expenses to U.S.A. was a limiting
factor inhibiting Mr. Chang's frequent visit to the area. The
calendar business for U. S.A. was quite steady because the end-users
were regular custcnners for Printwell's agents who would normally
print the menus, letter-pads and so on. It was difficult to acquire
a larger market share because of the physical distance as well as the
close personal relationship which was difficult to break. Besides,
the cost of calendars was only a small portion of the client's annual
printing expenses.
Having established contacts in U.S.A., Mr. Chang began looking
for contacts in Europe. He found it even more difficult because
Europe was not an entirely English-speaking region. The Chinese
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population in Europe was also vastly populated. He was able to
obtain sane orders from U.K. but had failed to materialize from
Holland which was a sizable market. Mr. Chang had also looked into
the possibilites of catering not only the Chinese population but also
Americans and Europeans. He realized that the U.S.A. was a
tremendous market however the way that calendars were made and
distributed in U.S.A. was so different that it was difficult for
Printwell to adapt to.
Mr. Chang made his first trip to Japan in 1966 with the main
purpose of reviewing the printing technology and calendar publishing
in Japan. The printing technology of Japan was much more advanced
than Hong Kong in those days and is still slightly better than Hong
Kong today. The calendar publishing field in Japan was much more
sophisticated and the line they carried was much more diverse. It
was also at this time that Mr. Chang becaire interested in film
calendars. Film calendars differ from paper calendars in that the
colour pictures are printed on a film acetate (OPP film) under which
a separate paper is used for the printing of the calendar. The film
calendars were too expensive for the customers at that time and
consequently no action was taken to prcarote film calendars until
1981.
In 1967 when a riot broke out in Hong Kong, the econcmy was
badly hankered. The calendar business had taken two years until 1969
before sales resuned its original level before the crisis. In the
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early 1970s, many countries in Southeast Asia began imposing import
tariffs on calendars. This trade barrier had changed drastically the
method by which calendars were exported. Instead of calendars,
designs are now sold to these areas. Printwell would charge their
agents for the copyright of each design and there is a subsequent
cc mission charge for each calendar sold.
In the years following China's open door policy which was
adopted in 1977, it was obvious that China is the market with
tremendous potential. Mr. H.C. Chang was excited by this opportunity
but it was his physical ability that hindered his active pursual.
There was not a particular employee that could assume Mr. Chang' s
responsibilities in establishing contacts and negotiating prices. It
was at this time and under the light of these praninent prospects
that Mr. W.M. Chang decided to join his father's firm.
Mr. W.M. Chang was educated in Canada and had a different
viewpoint in many aspects of managing his father's business. His
primary responsibilities were to liaise with foreign suppliers and to
establish business contacts in China. Mr. Chang believes that this
study should provide an objective basis for evaluating Printwell
Ccinpany. He has been very cooperative in this study and the market
strategies to be devised in this study will be based on a modern
management approach aiming to make Printwell' s operation to become
more profitable.
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3.4 ORGANI ZATICN AND MANAGEM T
In the early years of Printwell' s operation, there was only two
Levels of management, namely Mr. Chang, the owner, and the workers.
Kr. Chang assumed the role of both management and production. This
situation continued until an experienced employee who was also his
personal friend was able to assume the responsibilities of daily
operation. In 1965, a'factory was set up separately from the office
and Mr. Chang had to assign a factory manager to look over the
production. Since then there has been three levels of management for
Printwell Company.
Mr. H.C. Chang is the chief executive while his son Mr. W.M.
Chang is the manager of Printwell Carpany. The Changs handle all the
negotiations with suppliers and there is no purchase department. Mr.
Chang senior works with all the local suppliers and all the major
customers in Southeast Asia. Mr..Chang junior is responsible for all
the liaising work with China, Japan and U.S.A. There is a slow
phasing out between the Changs in managing the company. There is a
sales/marketing department and a sales department head who is
responsible for promoting the products and to handle the numerous
local clients. The company secretary handles all routine
correspondence with the buyers and supervises the arrangements for
shipping and insurance. He is also responsible for all export
documentation. The factory is fairly independent and the factory
manager has the right to make up his working schedule. The factory
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manager canes into the office when necessary and there is no routine
meetings. Although the factory runs their awn schedules, very close
contacts are maintained through daily tele-conversations. The
factory manager has never disappointed the management and is a very
competent person
Below the factory manager are the workers. There is not any
department head but there are a few workers who are more experienced
and therefore more authoritative. Experienced workers -usually
supervise part-time workers at peak season. There is no training
program-e for the workers because the collating and binding process
are simple. The skill and efficiency come through practice. The
printing, collating and binding machines are relatively simple for
the sole purpose of producing calendars and that is why part-tine
workers can be employed.
Even if there are now three levels of management, there is not a
rigid structure and lines of authority. The employees know that they
can contact the owners anytime they want and most communications are
conducted verbally. The organization structure is efficient at
present but Mr. W.M. Chang is considering the possibility of building
into the existing system autonomous elements such that the
experienced is more willing to make decisions. There appears to be a
reliance on the owner for decision-making even for trivial issues.
Mr. W.M. Chang believes that in order for Printwell to grow, the
close personal supervision for all matters should be discouraged and
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that decision-making and responsibility-taking should be encoL.iraged.
It is further discerned that adjustments in organization
structure may not be necessary but it is the management styles and





Printwell Company has a large range of customers on record which
is in the order of 40,000 clients. Some of these customers might
have only purchased calendars for one year in the past while there
are about 3,000 regular clients. The definition for regular
clients is that they must have purchased calendars for at least
three years in the recent past. The customer record is prepared
according to the company name of the purchasing entity but not
according to the company name of the end-user. This is due to the
fact that many end-users do not place their orders directly and
prefer to use the service of their advertising agencies and/or
printers. There had been many instances in the past where the same
end-user's calendars were ordered by different advertising agencies
at different years.
Although the end-user's caripany name, address and other
pertinent information is available, Printwell Caripany's existing
policy is not to approach the end-users directly whenever there is a
third party involved. This is a well-acknowledged professional ethic
and that it is not easy to sell to the end-users directly even if
Printwell Carpany chooses to. This is because most of the end-users
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have regular advertising agencies or printers who serve them all year
round. The purchase of calendars is therefore only a small part of
their yearly transactions. Unless the third party is quoting a price
that is unreasonably high, the end-users would not make their
calendar purchase directly. Besides, other advertising
agencies/printers may be frightened to take their orders to Printwell
Cc pany because of the likelihood of losing their own clients.
Based on the production specifications of the clients, the clientele
of Printwell Caztpany can be divided into the following categories:
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4.1.1 PRINTERS
Most ccsnpanies in Hong Kong utilize the service of printers for
printing their letter pads, envelopes, documents, yearbooks and so
on. According to the Hong Kong Printers Association's Bulletin,
January 1987 issue, there are 3,471 printers or printing related
entities currently operating. These printers have different printing
facilities and only a minor portion of the trade is capable of
printing standard four-colour materials. Even if there- is no
difficulty in the technical aspect, printers may still require the
services of calendar publishers for selection of theme pictures,
colour separating and copyright. There are basically two types of
calendar purchase: (a) custom-designed corporate calendars (b) stock
calendars.
In the event that custom-designed corporate calendars are
required, the client may require •pictures of their premises and/or
facilities to be printed on the calendars. These inset pictures will
first have to be colour-separated and then be printed together in the
same run with the original calendar. Depending on the quantities
required, it may also be feasible for the clients to select their own
pictures for their exclusive usage. The copyright charge of a
picture owned usually by photo agencies is in the order of HK$ 1,000
to HKD 1,500. These selected pictures will then have to be
colour-separated and the costs of colour separation for each 2K size
(57.5 x 60 an) and HK size (42.6 x 45 cm) are approximately HKD 2,000
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and HKD 1,000 respectively. These costs for copyright and colour
separation are usually reflected in the unit contribution of each
calendar in the case of the publisher and it is only profitable for
the publisher if a design can be sold for more than 20,000 sets.
Majority of the clients render the services of printers in
printing stock calendars with only text advertisements. The
phencanenon is common because the clients can reduce the inconvenience
of sourcing and preparing printing specifications to a mininuun.' Most
clients would usually express their requirements verbally and the
printers would then collect sample calendars for their selection.
Besides, the practising pricing structure for the calendar industry
has been established in such a fashion that it is almost indifferent
for the clients to go to printers or the calendar publishers
directly. Should the clients require custom-designed corporate
calendars, they would usually appoint an advertising agency for their
expertise in designing.
From the stand-point of a calendar publisher, printers can be
categorized into two basic groups. The first group is printers who
conduct mostly their own printing activities with calendars printing
merely as a side-business with no particular emphasis at all. If one
were to classify this first group in quantitative terms, they are
printers who would make less than HKD 100,000 in revenue. The second
group is printers who place particular enphasis in prcmoting calendar
sales during the calendar season which is frcan June to December.
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This second group of printers do not only have printing facilities,
but they also have facilities for collating and binding calendars.
The pricing structure for printers was established very much by
tradition and the influence of a few leading calendar publishers,
such as Wishing, Cheong Hing and Printwell. This pricing system is
quite standardized and has been abided by fairly strictly. The first
group of printers is given a 20% discount and an additional 5% cash
rebate. The second group of printers is technically being regarded as
agents or brokers. They are given a further 10% discount on the 20%
discounted price for normal printers. There are approximately ten
major brokers currently operating and six or seven of them are
particularly active in the China market. This second group of
printers has now become a very influential force in the distribution
of calendars and has created the necessity for Printwell Company to
review its status as well as marketing strategy. This change in
environment will be described in detail in section 4.3 under the
heading of Company Profile.
There is no definite credit terms for payment and the length of
payment period depends on the relationship between the printer and
publisher. There is also no credit limit specifically spelled out.
The credit limit depends also on the relationship between the printer
and publisher and is usually a revolving credit limit. There is,
however, a traditional practice in the printing industry. Printers
will normally settle all their payments before Chinese New Year.
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Although the profit margin is relatively low for publishers to
supply to printers, printers are, in fact, fairly good customers.
The calendar publishers usually supply to the printers loose sheet
calendar which has to be printed. The publisher requires no
follow-up procedures once the delivery has been made unless there is
a deficiency in quantity. The task of text proof reading and colour
proofs lie with the printers and the publisher is not responsible
unless it can be proved that there have been discrepancies in the
printing of the theme pictures and/or calendar. Besides, the local
printing industry is largely controlled by small to medium sized
Chinese owned factories where everybody is known to each other. The
portion of bad debt is relatively small for this sector of customers
and should any legal dispute arise, the publishers can pledge the
printer's printing facilities as collateral. Furthermore, printers
are well aware of the technical difficulties associated with a
particular job and are therefore more accommodating in accepting the
calendars.
In viewing the sales breakdown of Printwell Company for the last
five years, it can be observed that the printers sector of the




Advertising agencies act as intermediaries between the calendar
publishers and the end-users in a manner slightly different fran
printers. The difference evolves basically fran the difference in
requirements and their professional ethics. Most of the advertising
agencies that conduct business with Printwell Ccnpany are small and
are involved with the China market. Large agencies are usually
appointed by large canpany such as Cathay Pacific Airlines who
requires custcm-designed calendars. Large agencies prepare the
design and send photographers to take pictures according to the
client's requirements if necessary. They will also prepare printing
specifications and tenders /negotiations with printers. There is no
significant role for calendar publishers in the course of producing
the calendars described above.
Small to median advertising agencies require the service of
publishers because their clients cannot afford or is not willing to
expend the high costs of producing an exclusive calendar. Upon the
requirements of the clients, these agencies may take picture of the
client's premises and/or facilities which are then printed on the
calendars as inset pictures. This type of calendar is generally
regarded as custom-designed calendars as far as the publishers are
concerned. This process is similar to that has been described in
section 4.1.1. The printing specifications, however, are more
demanding than those of printers because:
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(i) Advertising agencies must elaborate their design in order to
justify their design fees
(ii) The aesthetical appearance is the governing factor although
the technical difficulties may be difficult to solve and
(iii) Some designers do not know the printing process well enough
to ccxtprehend the complexities.
In the past, the customer profile for calendar publishers
comprised little advertising agencies. Prior to the adoption of
open door policy of China, most local companies purchase law-end
calendars. Such cczrtpanies either render the service of printers or
cane to the publishers directly. Advertising agencies did not play
an active role because it was difficult for them to justify their
fees. For reasons that had been described in section 4.2, China's
demand for high-end product provides the leverage as well as the
necessity for advertising agencies to operate. In addition to
calendars, many Chinese entities require the services of advertising
agencies in matters such as the organization of trade fair, the
preparation of product catalogue as well as an advertising campaign.
This is the apparent reason explaining why most of the advertising
agencies that conduct regular business with calendar publishers are
involved with the China market to various extents.
Due to the stringent measures that had been adopted by China to
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control its foreign exchange reserve, normal printed matters such as
name cards and calendars are not allowed to apply for foreign
exchange. However, the cost of calendars have to be paid for in Hong
Kong currency ultimately. Advertising agencies therefore have a
strong hold on absorbing the cost of calendars as part of their
advertising expenditure. Printers and other trades that provide
calendars to their trading partner's demand in China also absorb the
cost of calendars by similar transactions.
This particular phenomenon will be described in further detail
in section 4.2. For many large Chinese corporations, such as the
China Silk Corporation, the annual budget for advertising is fairly
substantial and that the purchase of calendars is but a minor portion
of that budget.
The printing specifications required by advertising agencies are
usually more demanding than that of the printers. The design is also
usually more carplicated. Advertising agencies are not the preferred
type of custar ers for Printwell Capany. Many agencies do not
prepare a technically well-defined specification instead they may
only supply the text arrangement sketch and a colour mark-up.
However, the perception of colour is subjective and it is difficult
to determine Haw red is red when the client is being unreasonably
critical. It has been noted on many occasions that sane agencies
were not satisfied with the printed colour upon delivery and had
withheld a portion of the balance as punitive measure. This method
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of resolving the dispute is of course not in the interest of
Printwell Carpany, however, there is little that Printwell can do
once the advertisement has been printed. A printed calendar with
advertisement has little resale value for Printwell.
For other calendar publishers/agents, advertising agencies are
not welcomed at all because it is believed that scene agencies make
unreasonable criticism intentionally such that they can pay less to
settle the balance of a particular purchase. Furthermore, most of
the small to medium agencies have little assets to be pledged in case
of bad debts/bankruptcy. For Printwell C any, a minimum of 30%
deposit is demanded when an advertising agency places an order and
the balance settled by cash on delivery. There is no credit terms
extended to most agencies except a few where mutual trust has been
established throughout the years.
Advertising agencies constitute 20% of Printwell's custcmers listing
and 15% of Printwell's gross revenue.
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4.1.3 SALES AGE2S TS
In addition to the second group of printers who carry calendars
as their main line of products (section 4.1.1), there are also sales
agents whose role is commensurate to a broker or wholesaler. The
difference between sales agents and printers is that sales agents
purchase blank (without advertisement) calendars and subsequently
sell the calendars to bookstores or other retail outlets. Lee Tung
Book Conrany has been acting as Printwell's sole distribution agent
for bookstores in the last years. Printwell retains the right to
supply directly to a few bookstores such as Swindon Bookstore and Che
Sang Bookstore. Another sales agent for Printwell is the Welcome
supermarkets who also purchase blank calendars.
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4.2 MARFCET PROFILE
The market profile for Printwell Company is perhaps best
described with respect to each market's geographic location. Almost
all of Printwell's customers are Chinese who live at different parts
of the world. At different locations, the local economic climate,
culture, business environment necessitate different requirements for
calendar. As previously pointed out in section 3.2, Printwell
exports calendars to Southeast Asia, Europe, North America and China.
The requirements and size of these markets have changed significantly
throughout the years and they will be described in detail below.
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4.2.1 THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC)
In 1977, Deng Xiao Ping regained power at the 11th National
People's congress which was held in Beijing, PRC after the decline of
the Gang of Four. Deng had subsequently declared measures for
agricultural reform as well as econanic reform. The agricultural
reform was welcomed and had achieved a success by both monetary and
real terms. Although the establishment of special economic zones and
the economic reform had proved to be much more complicated, PRC' s
central committee seems determined to adopt its open door policy is
order to achieve this end. The opening of the China market has
provided many opportunities for businessmen of all trades. The
tremendous population and an extended period of self-closure had
created a built-up demand for both necessities and luxury items.
The printing and publishing industries received many orders from
China because there was a great. demand for printing high quality
promotional items such as catalogues, yearbooks, postcards and so on.
The tendency of purchasing calendars as gifts/promotional items began
in 1980 after the initial success of the agricultural reform.
Calendars are used in China not only as a device of telling dates but
also for decoration purposes. It is noted that film calendars are
hung as paintings in many households while expired calendars are
sometimes used as wallpaper. A great proportion of the population
have never travelled abroad and as such foreign scenery and many
other scenes are quite attractive to them. Becuase of this
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phencmenon, there is a demand for high quality calendars and in
particular the film calendars.
It is estimated that 90% of the film calendars either purchased
from Hong Kong or directly fran Japan are being distributed in China.
When the annual Spring trade fair takes place in April in Guangzhou,
major business or state entities throughout China will attend to
conduct their business with foreign parties. It is also at this time
that calendar catalogues are distributed and sane orders are
collected. The trade fair does not only provide the opportunity but
also a convenient location for parties at great distances to meet.
The physical difficulties of travelling in China should also be noted
due to the limited and sometimes inefficient transportation means.
During the initial stages of the economic reform, many state
entities and factories were to be run independently thus being
responsible for their an profits. or losses. In order to boost the
morale and increase efficiency, bonuses were issued monthly and the
amount of bonuses were in range of 200% to 300% of the basic salary.
The profits for certain industries which have a readily available
market, such as building materials and printing were high.
This monetary incentive system had created a disparity for
personal inccine between various industries and civil servants. An
unskilled worker working over-time in a profitable factory was
reported to be earning a salary (including bonus) more than that of a
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university professor. The state department realized that this was an
unhealthy phencimenon which was creating social unrest in the society
supposed to be run by socialism. In late 1984, the state department
imposed a ceiling level on the bonus system.
The imposition of a ceiling level on the bonus system deterred
the workers' efficiency. The workers could not relate their
hard-working in direct terms with their income proportionally.
Effectively they were earning a fixed inccme no matter how hard they
work except at a higher level prior to the reform. In order to cope
with this situation, the factory managers allocated bonuses in other
forms. To purchase calendars by the factory which in turn distribute
the calendars to workers was one but many other forms such as the
purchase of mooncakes for the Mid-Autumn Festival for similar
purposes. The purchase of calendars has become an annual activity
for many Chinese entities for the purpose of advertising in addition
to the reason listed above. It is also for the above reasons that
such Chinese entities are willing to purchase the expensive types of
calendars such as film calendars.
In addition to the situation described above, the demand for
calendars ccsnprised also calendars purchased by China-traders for
distribution in China. The definition of China-traders in the
context of this study is broad and ccnprises:-
(a) Representative offices of Chinese trade organization in Hong
Kong.
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(b) Trade representative of China's provinces and runicipalities in
Hong Kong
(c) Chinese bank based in Hong Kong.
(d) Chinese newspapers and other functional bodies based in Hong
Kong.
(e) Foreign owned entities who conduct regular business with China
including joint ventures.
(f) Foreign traders who corimute with China frequently in anticipation
for penetration into the China market.
These China-traders usually purchase calendars on demand by their
trading partners in China or out of their own initiative as a gesture
of friendliness and habit which is now prevailing.
Chinese entities who conduct business with foreign parties
either directly or indirectly are the sources of income for foreign
exchange. Each entity is entitled to apply for 15% of the foreign
exchange that had been earned to purchase equipment and/or materials
for the promotion of each's business. To apply for foreign exchange
in exceedance of this percentage would entail a set of much more
complicated and time-consuming application procedures. As a result,
certain industries which have a ready foreign market such as silk and
Chinese herbal medicines have created ample foreign exchange at their
disposal. Printed matters including calendars are prohibited from
applying for foreign exchange unless it is of such a nature that very
high-quality printing is required. However, it has been reported
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that part of this foreign exchange purchase of calendar may not be
treated separately for accounts purposes and the cost is being
absorbed by other legitimate transactions.
For other Chinese entities who do not have enough foreign
exchange for purchasing calendars, they may place their orders with
other entities who has foreign exchange at a cost. Many
intermediaries who perform as part of the distribution channel of
calendars are also willing to collect the local currency, Renminbei
(RMB). It is also noted that many Hong Kong calendar
publishers/manufacturers also acknowledge Renminbei as a form of
payment currency. The local currency collected can be used to
purchase commodities/products which can be sold in Hong Kong. For a
while, Chinese herbal medicine and canned food were hot items for
this purpose and it has been pointed out explicitly by China that
they are suffering a tremendous loss because of this type of goods.
The local currency collected can also be converted in the black
market at floating index, which is usually 505-601 more of the
government's listed index. This is, of course, against the law but
is however vigorously being practised particularly in Guangzhou and
the special econcmic zones near the southern border of China such as
Shenzhen. The offical rate between Renminbei and Hong Kong Dollar is
RMB 47.1 versus HKD 100 and the black market rate for Renminbei is
approximately RMB 70 versus HKD 100 in Guangzhou. It is reported
that the black market rate is higher for provinces further north as
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there is less commuting of the Hong Kong residents. In order to
convert Renininbei into Hong Kong Dollars in the black market, it is
usually four points more than the black market exchange rate for
Renminbei. that is RMB 74 for HKD 100.
Normally it is very difficult to collect cash for lei in
exceedance of RMB 2,000 because the banks would require checks to be
issued for this amount. The first two-point differential is
therefore digested in the process of (i) forging a transaction to a
company whose clients usually pay cash such as a restaurant, or (ii)
forging a transaction to a company who would ultimately convert
Renminbei into Hong Kong Dollars. The second two-point differential
is absorbed in the actual process of converting the currencies.
However the payment method may be, it is obvious that the demand
for top quality calendars in China will rise. Hong Kong does not
have the facilities for printing film calendars to the contrary that
China has already installed eight number of such machineries.
Nevertheless it is the difference in quality that creates the demand
for both film and paper calendars. It is based on this assertion
that this study has been conducted.
Printwell Company is now pursuing the China market actively and
is currently working closely with the Guangdong Publishing Import and
Export Company which is a state owned entity. During the last few
years, Printwell's calendars were distributed in China through buyers
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in Hong Kong. Printwell is now attempting to set up more contacts in
order to sell directly to China. Because calendars are being
distributed in China eventually, clients who purchase calendar in
Hong Kong now requires delivery in China, mostly in Guangzhou. As
such, calendars are now sent to China for processing which comprises
printing of advertisement, collating and binding. This change in
production method and the difficulties associated there with will be
described in detail in Section 4.5 Product Profile
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4.2.2 SOUTHEAST ASIA
In the context of this study, South Asia oarprises the following
countries: Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia and Malaysia.
Although other countries such as Burma had purchased calendars from
Hong Kong but they are of negligible quantities. The Southeast Asian
markets once constituted a significant market segment for Hong Kong
calendar publishers until the early 1970s when their respective
governments imposed import tariffs on printed matters. In the first
two years following the imposition of in7port tariffs, half-printed
calendars were still shipped to Southeast Asia tax-free. This method
ceased to be feasible when the laws were re-drafted to control these
discrepancies. Most calendar publishers can now sell their designs
to Southeast Asia in the form of colour-separation emulsion sheets
which are used for printing. This type of sales alleviates the cost
of copyright for calendar publishers in Hong Kong.
Singapore has a large proportion of Chinese in its population
and consequently has a demand for calendars that has Chinese Lunar
calendar. However, the population is small and some of the calendars
are still being printed in Hong Kong and shipped to Singapore.
Printwell Company used to have agents in Singapore trading as
Universal Stationery Products Company. The agent is still legally
existing but has ceased to become operational. There is perhaps only
one active calendar publisher in Singapore, Chee Shing Company, which
is working closely with a calendar publisher in Hong Kong. Printwell
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Ca any's business in Singapore has now cccpletely phased out and
even designs have not been sold to Singapore in the last two years.
In the current circumstances, Printwell is not eager to re-activate
its business contacts in Singapore because there is not nmch in
return.
Printwell Company has now ceased to operate in Thailand where
the demand for calendars has always been small. However, Printwell
Company used to have a fairly profitable agency representation in
Malaysia. The owner of Tye Cheong Publishing Company was the leading
publisher for calendars and greeting cards in Malaysia. Due to the
physical proximity, their products were also distributed in Singapore
and Thailand. This is one of the reasons why Printwell had not
actively pursued the Thailand market because it was their mutual
agreement that Tye Cheong will include Thailand as their sales
territory. Printwell was responsible for supplying all the designs
of greeting cards to Tye Cheong on a cost-plus basis while a
commission was redeemed by Printwell for each calendar sold. In
1978, the owner of Tye Cheong Publishing Con pany, Mr. Lim who was a
personal good friend of Mr. Chang senior, died of heart disease. The
directors of Tye Cheong decided to dissolve the company and Printwell
thus suffered losses from this incident. Despite some frequent
transactions, Printwell was not able to resume its sales level in
Malaysia to its original level.
Printwell currently sells its designs to three different
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calendar publishers in the Philippines, namely the Lin Tong Printing
Press, Regular Print Industries and Basic Offset Press. Due to the
small local market, publishers in the Philippines can only afford to
buy designs for small-size calendars. The sales revenue for the
Philippines is small and apparently there is no reason leading to the
belief that this trend will change in the near future.
Indonesia has always been the biggest market in the Southeast
Asia because of its huge population of 160 million people. The
calendar publishing industry is bigger in size than Hong Kong and
they buy designs from Japan, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Publishers in
Indonesia used to import calendars from Hong Kong until the
imposition of inport tariffs. Besides, they have created a demand so
big that they should undertake the publishing and printing processes
by themselves. Printwell Company is now under agreement with Pantja
Simpati of Jakarta, Indonesia in which Pantja Simpati reserves all
the copyright of Printwell's calendar designs for three years. This
is an important agreement for Printwell because Pantja Simpati is
responsible for 40% of all the copyright and design costs annually.
The Southeast Asian markets are no longer significant market segment
for calendar publishers in Hong Kong. Printwell's relative position
in these markets is still strong because of the history and personal
contacts that dates back for more than twenty years. Haaever,
Printwell is not ccnmitted to investing its resources in the
Southeast Asian markets but rather to focus its attention on the
China market.
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4.2.3 EUROPE, U.S.A. AND arHERS
Amongst other publishers, Printwell has been exporting calendars
to Europe, U.S.A. and other parts of the world where there is a
Chinese population for more than twenty years. The overseas Chinese
order calendars fran Hong Kong because they require calendars with
lunar calendar and because of the theme images. Most of the
customers operate as restaurants and grocery stores who would give
away calendars at the year's end. During the last few years there is
a trend that the demand for calendars will increase. It is discerned
that the increase in demand is caused by the following factors:
(a) There is a sharp increase in the number of emigrants going to
Europe, U.S.A. and other countries due to the 1997 uncertainty
casting over Hong Kong.
(b) The popularity of Hong Kong television's prograrrrnes has increased
due to the inception of video tapes and has thus increased the
awareness and popularity of Hong Kong TV/movie stars. Movie
stars calendars is one of the most sought-after type for overseas
Chinese.
(c) The state of econcgnic welfare for overseas Chinese has in-proved.
(d) migrants or refugees from Vietnam becomes a major economic
component for the aversea Chinese carmunity.
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There is no import tariffs for calendars to Europe,, U.S.A. and
other countries such as Canada and Australia. The calendars are sent
to various agencies either in loose-sheet form or completely
assembled depending on the agencies' requirements. Printwell Company
has agencies in San Francisco, New York, Toronto, and London. Except
for New York, Printwell is responsible for carrying out the entire
manufacturing process in Hong Kong while their agents collect their
orders and issue to Printwell a copy of the advertisement which is to
be printed for each. The completed calendars are then shipped'to the
agents who would deliver the calendars to the clients. The profits
that the agents make are substantially higher than that of
Printwell's and other Hong Kong publishers. Although from an
economic point of view it is feasible for Printwell to increase its
prices, the competition amongst Hong Kong publishers prevents
Printwe ll f roan doing so.
As far as the profits for- exporting calendars to overseas
Chinese are concerned, it is not a good business. Besides, the
agents start placing their orders from June but the shiprent is not
effected until October each year. The orders are generally small and
the aggregate quantity is in the range of 300,000 sets.
Consequently, these orders occupy a lot of storage space before
delivery can be made. Nevertheless, this market segment is
vigorously being sought after because it encanpasses quite steadily
and because it is based on personal contacts between the agents and
their clients. The clients have loyalty towards the agents who
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operate mostly in Chinatowns. The agents for Printwell in London,
San Francisco and Toronto are Ting Po Trading Company, Ho Tai
Printing Press and Hung 's Trading Canpany respectively and they are
all operating in the local Chinatowns.
Printwell's agent in New York is Wah Mei Printing Press which is
relatively big for its kind in Chinatown. Wah Mei has all the
facilities for calendar processing and therefore requires Printwell
to ship them loose-sheet calendars. Each year in July, Printwell
will ship the calendars to Wah Mei who would put the calendars in
their warehouse. Wah Mei undertakes to print the advertisements and
binding. This type of production methodology is most welca ed by
Printwell because the tedious task of proof reading and storing is
undertaken by Wah Mei. Printwell had been trying to persuade other
agents to adopt this methodology but to no avail because most of the
agents do not have enough facilities.
For other countries such as Australia and Brazil, some of the
local Chinese restaurants also place orders with Printwell. The
calendars are completely manufactured in Hong Kong and are sent to
the clients by mail. These orders are negligible and will not be
discussed here. Another market that is big but had been difficult
for Printwell to pursue is Amsterdam in the Netherlands. Printwell's
canpetitor Ho Wai and Cheong Hing have been operating in Amsterdam
for a long tine and the close personal relationships are difficult
for Printwell to break. Printwell is considering the possibility of
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sending Mr. Chang junior to Amsterdam for a business trip to
establish contacts and to understand the market better.
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4.3 COMPANY PROFILE
The background of Printwell Ccmpany has been described in detail
in section 3.2 and this section aims at identifying the relative
strengths and weaknesses of Printwell. This identification process
has been conducted by taking into context scare of the problems that
stemried from past management decisions while other problems are
caused due to changes in the external environment particularly the
custaner and ccupetitor profiles. The strengths of Printwell Coarany
are concluded based on the owner's self-assesssrent as well as the
executive interviews that had been conducted with printers and
publishers. Similarly, the weaknesses of Printwell are identified
coupled with the author's observation.
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4.3.1 COMPANY STRENGTHS
The most inrortant assets of Printwell Company is its goodwill.
It has been generally agreed that the products of Printwell are the
best amongst local publishers at all price ranges. The company's
reputation has been established due to Mr. Chang senior's continual
insistence that quality is Printwell's sole survival means. Being
himself a professional photographer, Mr. Chang senior has been very
selective in choosing theme pictures for calendars and in selecting
tradesmen for the colour-separating and printing job. The fact that
Printwell does not have any printing facilities shows the flexibility
of utilizing the services of the best tradesmen in the industry at
all times. Printwell is currently allocating all its colour
separating jobs to Goody Colour Scanner Ltd. which is the best
available in Hong Kong. The printing is undertaken by the C C
Joint-Printing Co. Ltd. which is ranked as one of the best three in
Hong Kong together with Toppan and Dai Nippon. Printwell has always
insisted on using Japanese paper despite a possible cost reduction if
Korean or Dutch paper were adopted.
Printwell's good business relationship with C C Joint Printing
Co. Ltd. has also turned out to be an advantage. C C Joint
Printing Co. Ltd. is a direct investment made by China for the
promotion of printing technology as well as a training centre for
skilled labour working in Mainland China. Through the introduction
of C C, Printwell was able to establish many valuable relationships
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with printers and/or publishers operating in Mainland China. One of
such relationships that is now operating closely in the joint pursual
of the calendar and greeting cards markets in China is the Guangdong
Publishing Import and Export Ccipany. Relationships of similar
nature are not easy to establish and it is anticipated that this will
be beneficial for Printwell in the long run.
In addition to its quality, Printwell is also noted for its
credibility. Printwell appears to have enough cash flow to' settle
its accounts prcoptly and as such paper canpanies are willing to
extend large credit lines without acquiring any collateral. In the
relatively small calendar industry, personal relationships and
credibility are particularly important and in this respect
Printwell is very canpetent. Printwell's relationship with its
bankers is satisfactory.
The fact that Printwell does not own any printing facilities
provides flexibility that otherwise became difficult. For example,
when film calendars became a popular item in 1981, many local
publishers were reluctant to introduce the product because the
introduction of film calendars could mean less printing jobs for
their own facilities. It is perhaps for this reason why the leading
three film calendars importers do not have printing facilities. The
respective order of the leading three film calendars importers is
Shim Cheong, An Pak and Printwell. This flexibility implies that
Printwell is perhaps more adaptive than others in adopting new
products because the fixed cost component is relatively small.
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Another advantage of Printwell is its low overhead costs when
ocampared with others. Because Mr. Chang senior personally owns the
premises of the office and the factory, the rental cost can even be
eliminated at times of severe competition. Although the idle
capacity at low season is a problem, Printwell's problem, is less
compared with other ccnpetitors who have significant investment at
printing machinery. The cost reduction that can be made if Printwell
were to acquire its own printing facilities is not too significant




As had been pointed out in chapter 1 of this study, Printwell's
management is considered to be inefficient. The management style is
personal and the existing system appears to lack in built-in decision
criteria upon which the eniployees can act by themselves. This
deficiency is less severe at the factory where the factory manager
appears to be in control over matters such as job-scheduling and
quality control. However, over at the office and particularly when
it is required to make decisions on customers' counter offers, Mr.
Chang senior had always been the only person to make decision.
Although Mr. Chang senior asserted that.he allowed decisions to be
made in lieu of his presence, the staff were either unwilling to or
incapable of making decisions. Since Mr. Chang 'S son had joined the
firm, this dileimna had not alleviated but instead Mr. Chang junior is
beginning to make most of the decisions.
This phencarenon is not likely to improve in the near future
particularly as Mr. Chang junior is venturing into the China market
for which decision making is less discrete. The staff is afraid of
making mistakes and particularly so for China market where import
tariffs, production costs, and black market foreign exchange rate
have to be considered independently for each order. Except for a few
staff members, the employee turnover is also high and this makes
training even more difficult. The preparation of quotations on
calendars requires at least one to two years of exposure in the
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printing field. Since Printwell's salesmen are mostly graphic
designers in their twenties, their personalities appear to be
unstable after one or two years. One should note that Printwell's
salary is cmr ensurate with most major firms but it is felt that the
trade of graphic designers are less stable as it is apparently a
camn phen on that they would carry their own interests once they
have acquired certain experience.
Not only is the decision-making process inetticient, it is eit
that other management characteristics have not been well performed.
For example, there is hardly any innovation amongst the staff, and
there is also not an united loyalty towards the firm. This perhaps
has to do with the business strategy adopted in the past. Prior to
his son's joining the firm, Mr. Chang senior adopted a slow-growth
profile as he planned for his an retirement. The office seemed to
lack a sense of liveliness and the luster of youth. It can be
observed that Mr. Chang junior had jointed the firm with the
implication that a change in strategy is in line. It is also because
of this that a set of marketing strategies is now required for
Printwell's growth.
Another major weakness that hindered Printwell' s growth was the
lack of awareness of the importance of a market-oriented approach.
During the interviews with Mr. Chang senior, he had pointed out that
he realized the importance of the concept but was unable to implement
a set of strategies in due respect. He had also pointed out that to
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keep a department for graphic design and a separate department for
sales prcmotion each to be equipped with enough personnel could mean
a very high overhead cost increment. Until the recent opening of the
China market, most of the calendar publishers in Hong Kong did not
have an active salesforce. Orders were mainly taken after inquiries
on the phone were made or through the local printers. The size and
potential of the China market had suddenly made it worth
re-evaluating the establishing of an active salesforce. Besides, the
key to success for China market is personal relationships.
Without implying that business cannot be conducted otherwise
without personal relationships, such relationships turn out to be
catalyst and sanetimes solutions to negotiation barriers. Officials
for most Chinese entities are afraid of making mistakes which could
be detrimental to their career. They could not relate their
accomplishment with the incentive. system at work. The analogy of
Chinese official's behaviour had been described in section 4.2.1.
Due to Mr. Chang senior's personal feelings and distrust in communist
China, it had taken him a few years of observation before he was
convinced that Deng Xiao Ping's open policy was implemented with
faith and for good. Two of Printwell's ccupetitors, Shun Cheong and
An Pak had pursued the China market three years before Printwell did
and at such times when profit margin was high. In canparative terms,
therefore Printwell is now facing more difficulties than necessary in
order to capture a share of the China market.
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Despite having been mentioned in section 4.3.1 that it is an
advantage for Printwell not owning printing facilities, this
flexibility also has its drawbacks. For the last two years,
canpetition in the calendar industry was extremely severe and profit
margin was exceptionally low. Sate publishers were forced to reduce
their publishing profits to such an extent that they were relying on
the profits fran printing. Printwell is therefore unable to earn a
reasonable profit and in particular when its products' quality has to
be maintained. It has been reported that other publishers had been




There are many carpetitors for Prints ll Carpany and they assume
different roles in the calendar publishing/printing industry. The
con-petitors can perhaps be classified into three categories, namely,
the local publishers, calendar wholesalers, and advertising agencies.
A detailed description is given below under various headings.
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4.4.1 LOCAL PUBLISHERS
Excluding Printwell Ccarpany, there are six publishers who are
actively operating in Hong Kong, namely Cheong Hing, Wishing, Ho Wai,
Yee Fat, Wing Fat and Shun Cheong. However, a number of the calendar
wholesalers/agents also began to publish their own designs and at the
same time wholesaling for the above publishers. There is a general
concensus about the floor price for wholesaling loose-sheet blank
calendars but at occasions it has been noted that lower than floor
price transactions were made. Cheong Hing is perhaps the leading
publisher in terms of the total number of designs it carries each
year while Printwell is probably the best in terms of quality.
Cheong Hing and Wishing are very much the price-setters because
the two together represent a significant portion of the paper
calendars produced in Hong Kong. Both of these publishers rely
heavily on their sales agents while Printwell averages out between
sales agents and end-users. Cheong Hing and Ho Wai have a strong
base for exporting to overseas Chinese in Europe while Yee Fat has a
strong working relationship with a calendar agent in Singapore.
Printwell's only active exporting base is now to the United States
where Ho Wai also has a sizeable market share.
Ho Wai and Yee Fat have been operating as printers for many
4
years but have only beccane calendar publishers for the last five
years. They both have assumed a low cost profile while Ho Wai has
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been pirating copyrights fran Japan for many years. Despite the
existence of the copyright ordinance, it has never been stringently
enforced in Hong Kong. Their printing quality is not as good as
Cheong Hing, Wishing and Printwell but they would sell at very low
prices. They are also willing to take tedious and difficult orders
at no extra cost. The management of Ho Wai and Yee Fat are
relatively young when compared with Cheong Hing, Wishing and
Printwell. The management styles appear to bear certain relationship
with age and their respective aggressiveness.
In terms of the pursual of the China market, Printwell has its
leverage over local publishers except Shun Cheong and An Pak. Most
of the above-mentioned competitors do not have active contacts in
China although the requirement of delivery to China had necessitated
the urgency of finding Chinese working partners. Printwell is now
having a fairly good relationship with the Guangdong Import and
Export Publishing Canpany and the. last two years had consolidated
their mutual trust and understanding. Printwell will be sharing a
show counter with the Guangdong Import and Export Publishing
Canpany in the caning Spring Trade Fair in China in April, 1987.
Wing Fat is less active in the local publishing scene. However,
being partly owned by China, Wing Fat has ready access to the China
market. The market share of Wing Fat in Hong Kong is difficult to
estimate but it is believed that Wing Fat conducts most of its
business in China. Similar to Shun Cheong who is also a Chinese
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investment, it is difficult to penetrate into their sales territory
because their custarers are connected to them with bureaucratic
and/or political reasons. Shun Cheong is likely to be the biggest
film calendars iirporter from Japan and it has been reported that they
sell as many as 500,000 sets of film calendars annually.
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4.4.2 WHOLESALERS (SALES AGENTS)
Prior to 1981, wholesalers and printers alike were given a 20%
discount on the listed price for loose-sheet blank calendars. The
pricing system worked in such a fashion that there was little
difference between selling directly to end-users and to wholesalers.
Although it was possible to earn a marginal increase in profit when
selling to end-users, the difference was small when wastage,
delivery, and possible mis-printing was taken into account. The
transaction period was reduced when selling to wholesalers for whom
the responsibility ends after delivery. To serve the end-users
directly, advertisement scripts had to be designed and prepared the
advertisement script had to be proof read by the customer the
printing had to be done according to the specification of individual
orders the printed calendars would then have to be bound and packed
finally delivery took place and the billing sent to clients. There
was less problem for bad debt when.selling to wholesalers.
In 1981, Wishing and Cheong Hing launched a price war for their
personal vengeance toward a local publisher who had denied to pay
their account receivables. The case went to court and to this date a
ruling has not been made but the defending publisher was bankrupt
after three years of the price war. Cheong Hing and Wishing elected
to use a new pricing system during the price war which had provided
many opportunities for the rapid growth of calendar wholesalers. The
pricing system was that in addition to the 20% discount given to
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printers, a further 5% discount was given as cash rebate. For
wholesalers/agents, a further 10% discount was given on the 20%
discounted price. During this period, agents were earning a good
profit and Tai Cheong, Mei Ka and An Pak have now emerged to become
serious threats for calendar publishers.
At the much discounted price, agents were able to earn a good
profit particularly if they specialize in printing advertisement and
binding. They do not have to pay for the cost of copyright and they
have very low overheads. Besides they are in very good cash flow
positions as they collect deposit upon the customers' order while
they can usually request for a 90 days payment period fran the
publishers. They have developed good contacts with customers
throughout the years when most publishers relied on their sales
agents.
Most publishers would normally only promote their own products
while the sales agents have the advantage of selling whatever the
customer wants. The sales agents can have the discretion of showing
to the clients the calendar catalogues that are in his best interest.
For example, if selling a similar product published by Wishing could
mean more profit than selling the exact product published by
Printwell, the agent may not even show Printwell catalogue to the
client. The sales agent is also extremely flexible in their
operations. They have no loyalty of printing their own calendars and
they are interested in the most profitable item. An Pak is the first
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to introduce film calendar to Hong Kong and is now probably the
second largest importer for approximately 300,000 sets per annum.
Printwell is third for film calendar and its sales is about 200,000
sets annually. Because the sales agents have little capital outlay
for printing and binding equipment, they were the first to diverse
their operations to China when the requirement for delivery to China
became apparent. To print advertisement and/or binding the calendars
in China resulted not only in labour cost reductions but also a
reduction in transportation cost. An Pak is now most successful in
its Chinese operation and has already begun publishing soiree of its
own designs.
Printwell has been considering the possibility of opening a
sales agency. The difficulties steamed from the lack of experienced
staff while Mr. Chang senior is planning for his retirement. This is
considered a long-term objective since the situation is likely to
continue unless the pricing system is restructured. Nevertheless, An
Pak and Mei Ka have now grown to such formidable size that they would
assume the role of publishers in the near future.
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4.4.3 RISING AGENCIES
Advertising agencies are most active in the area of preparing
custom-designed calendars for large corporations such as Cathay
Pacific Airways. They would prepare the calendars according to the
client's specifications and follow up the job to ensure that it is
properly done. One can classify the custcan-designed calendars into
two categories:- a) original design, b) revised design. The original
design is usually undertaken by larger advertising agencies and for
Printwell this niche of the market is difficult to pursue. It is
believed that this type of original designed calendar does not
constitute a big demand and it is therefore not worthwhile for
Printwell to hire. same high-calibre designers. In addition, the
order for calendars is usually part of an advertising budget for that
particular firm.
However, the revised design for calendars is feasible for Printwell
to develop. Many medium-sized canpanies place orders for
custom-designed calendars but their requirements are less demanding
when canpared to original designed calendars. This type of calendars
are usually designed by smaller advertising agencies who will then
place the final orders to publishers. It is called revised design
because the theme pictures are usually selected from the publishers'
catalogues while additional inset pictures are being printed on the
advertisement space together with the text arrangement. The inset
pictures usually describe the products and/or equipment of a firm and
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it is only econanically feasible if the order is more than 5,000 sets
because of the mininuim printing run required.
Since Printwell is noted for its quality, it appears that many
advertising agencies prefer to choose theme pictures and place the
order with Printwell. Printwell will also provide the service of
colour separation for the inset pictures. The revised design is
relatively simple and the graphic designers of Printwell are capable
of doing the same job. The profit margin of this type of calendar is
usually higher because in addition to the profit of selling
calendars, there is also a collection of design fee at small marginal
cost.
This type of revised design calendars constitute a significant
market segment and is quite possible for Printwell to capture a
bigger share of this market. For the last three years,-most of this
type of revised design calendars orders are placed by advertising
agencies. Printwell must develop an image not only as a calendar
publisher but also an image as an advertising agency. Sometimes
printers place similar orders to Printwell also for revised design




Before the introduction of film calendars in 1980, there was
only one type of calendar:- paper calendars. The paper calendars are
printed on double-coated art paper which are of two standard sizes:
(1) 31 x 43 inches, (2) 35 x 47 inches.* Paper calendars utilize the
maximum area of the paper and conTrise sizes of 22.75 x 34.25 inches
(2K) F 16.75 x 22.75 inches (4K) and 11.5 x 17.5 inches (8K). The K
designates how the paper are cut into equal parts. Therefore 2K
indicates that a 35 x.47 inches sheet of paper is being cut into
halves. Similarly, 2K and 4K sizes are available when 31 x 43 inches
of paper are being used.
Film calendars comprise basically only one size, i.e. 20.25 x 30
inches which is the 2K size on a sheet of 31 x 43 inches of paper.
This particular dimension is governed by the size of the film which
is printed in Japan. Although 4K size film calendars have been
published by Mei Ka since 1985, the most popular type of film
calendars is still the 2K size and that the 4K size film calendar is
negligible for the int. The film is manufactured by OPP plastic
and is normally 0.55 millimeter thick. Although film calendars can




The first step of producing a calendar is to select a theme.
There are a number of themes that have a basic demand every year such
as sceneries, movie stars and paintings. At the same time, new
themes are being published every year in order to test the market.
Designs on couples, interior decorations and sexy ladies are the
latest popular themes. Once a theme has been chosen, the selection
for theme pictures carmences. The them pictures are colour
transaparencies (Ektachrane) which are required for colour separation
purposes. The selection of theme pictures is a difficult task as
good pictures are very difficult to find. These pictures are usually
acquired fran stock photography agencies who represent professional
photographers. The theme pictures are not for sale but rather for
lease of the copyright for one year. The charge of copyright for one
year ranges from HK$1,000 to HK$2,500 per picture.
Once the theme pictures have been selected, they have to be
cropped in scale for various sizes of calendar in order to present a
best image. The colour separation process then follows during which
a transparency is scanned into the four standard printing colours,
namely, black, magenta, cyan and yellow. The colour separation
emulsion sheets are a set of four films each comprises different
densities on various part of the picture at standard colour. When
the printing run finishes after printing of the four standard
colours, the result is to reproduce the original image of the colour
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transparency in paper. The colour separation has to be done in the
exact size of the calendar required, and unlike a film negative, the
colour separation sheets cannot be reduced or magnified.
On all designs or erintwell- s calendars, mere is a manic
section upon which the customers' advertisement can be printed upon
the placing of order. The blank calendars are stored in
Printwell's warehouse. This has been referred to as stock
calendars. For custcn-designed calendars which require a minim=
quantity of 5,000 sets, the entire procedure is the same except the
advertisement is printed on the run with the theme pictures. This
would mean an elimination of the subsequent advertisement printing
costs required otherwise
The calendars having been printed with the advertisement will
then have to be collated in the proper order. Most calendars are
either of 6-pages or 12-pages. .6-pages calendars are bi-monthly
while 12-pages calendars are monthly. An additional cover page may
be required by the client. The collated calendars are usually bound
by a metal strip at the top. Another popular binding method is to
use wire spirals but this is much more expensive and tine-consuming.
Printwell performs all the collating and binding processes but
not the printing. Printwell has two automatic collating machines and
two automatic metal binders. However, at peak season, the factory
has to operate in two shifts and hire a lot of part-time workers to
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collate the calendars manually. C average, the daily capacity of
Printwell's factory is about 25,000 sets of paper calendars. The
collating of film calendars is much more difficult and has to be done




The selection of themes and thezre pictures for fi]m calendars
are the same as producing paper calendars. Colour separation is also
required for film calendars but is technically different fran paper
calendars. The colour separation sheets for film and paper calendars
cannot be used interchangeably. The printing of film calendars is
also carried out on the four standard colour but in addition an extra
colour of white is required because the film itself is transparent.
The printing machine for film calendars is expensive and is not
justified in Hong Kong solely for the purpose of printing film
calendars. The machine can also be used for printing plastic
packages for potatoes chips and other snacks.
Film calendars corrprise basically only one size which is 20 x 30
inches. The printing of the calendar and the advertisement is done
on a separate sheet of paper which is bound beneath each sheet of
film. A 6-pages bimonthly calendar therefore would have 6 sheets of
film showing the theme pictures and 6 sheets of paper bearing the
calendar and the advertisement. The collating and binding procedures
are similar to paper calendar except that the collating has to be
done manually. The films have a tendency of sticking together
because of surface cohesion.
Film calendars have become a very important type of calendars
because of its relative high unit price and unit contribution.
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Besides, film calendars have the advantage that they do not have a
specific time limit. Paper calendars that cannot be sold after the
New Year are regarded as obsolete and do not have nuch salvage value.
Film calendars do not have a time limit because while the theme
pictures are printed on film, the calendar is printed separately on
paper. This is an innortant characteristic without which nest
calendar publishers would be nuch more conservative when placing




5.1 DEFINITION OF PROBLEMS AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
5.1.1 PROBLEM DEFIN-TTICN
As observed frcin the situation analysis in Chatper 4, Printwell
has become increasingly aware that it cannot isolate the elements of
marketing structure from its operation. In fact, several key-problem
areas have been identified during the exploratory research on the
ccupany, its market, its ccn-petition and products. The following
gives a brief description of the key problem issues:
(i) Stenired frcgn the traditional Chinese philosophy of business,
Printwell has evolved as a heavily production- oriented
canpany with little marketing concept. That is to say, most
of the business decisions.are made by the owner himself with
no specialization in management. Emphasis is largely on
production and little or no attention has been devoted to
marketing. In fact, the traditional practice is simply to
make products to order.
The lack of an active and systematic marketing structure has,
on several occasions in the past, placed Printwell in a
handicapped position when carpeting against its rivals. This
is particularly felt since the introduction of the open
policy of China, in which case vigorous marketing efforts
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have been put in by various trades. While China has been generally
looked upon as a sizeable market of untapped potential, Printwell,
being one of the leading calendar publishing companies in Hong Kong,
has not been very successful in capturing a significant share of the
China market. Within this context, it is therefore strongly felt by
the authors that a properly structured market research can help
definitely the company to study and react to changes in the market
place, to measure market potentials and to determine market share and
characteristics.
(ii) The inherent function of calendar implies that the purchase
is normally done only on a once per year basis. Thus, due to
the long lapse of time between purchases, it has been noted
that the clientele of Printwell shows little patronage and
that they are susceptible to make their next purchase at some
other calendar publishing companies. While this observation
seems to affect Printwell•adversely on the surface, it can
also be worked to its advantage if exploited tactfully. That
is to say, if the lack of patronage is a camxon phenomenon
prevailing in the whole calendar industry, then substantial
market efforts on the part of Printwell can lead to an
expansion of its customer base and profitable sales volume.
Thus, to retain/attract its existing/potential custaners,
Printwell is anxious to investigate the buying habits and
attributes that the customers look for concerning both the
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product, i.e. the calendar itself and the calendar purchase.
(iii) As the calendar market is basically heterogeneous, an
analysis on market segmentation, upon which effective
marketing strategies can be tailored for each segment is
strongly needed. Further, recent trend of calendar purchase
indicates that an increasing number of end-users such as
China traders are now directly buying their calendars from
the publishing otpanies whereas in the past, printers and
advertisers were commonly used as their intermediaries. If
this observation proves to be correct, then it is only
logical that a greater portion of the promotional efforts of
Printwell shall be geared to serve the end users which show
the greatest profit/growth potential.
(iv) As previously discussed in Chaper 4, the steps involving in
calendar production can be.su nnarized as follows:
(a) selecting themes
(b) selecting slides
(c) cropping slides for colour separation into sizes for
catalogues and calendars
(d) designing calendars and cover pages etc.
(e) preparing catalogues
(f) distributing catalogues to existing and potential
custcmrs printing of blank calendars
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(g) receiving orders/preparing client's advertisement/
collecting deposits from clients
(h) taking 'blank' calendars to printer for
advertisement
(i) collating/binding printed calendars
(j) packaging
(k) delivering calendars to clients
Historically, selection of there is based primarily upon the
owner's intuition, hunches and favourite themes of previous
year, with little attention devoted to the study of the
custarer buying behaviours. As the receipt of order from
clients does not take place until the catalogues are printed,
there is always an elerent of risk associated with the theme
selection. This, in turn suggests that a considerable amount
of manpower, time and materials may have to be wasted if
there is a mismatch between the custarers' preference and the
themes selected. This wastage is even mere severe regarding
the paper calendars since unlike the film sheets for the film
calendars, the former once made cannot be reused for future
years. Nevertheless, it is felt that this problem, to a
certain extent, can be mitigated if Wore can be found out
about the custarers' attitude towards the selection of
calendars. With a better understanding of the customers'
buying psychology, improvement can still be made to achieve
higher production efficiency.
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(v) Film calendar, being the latest novelty, is the highest
profit margin product item among all various categories.
Particularly, they are very much demanded by the
China-traders for distribution in China in recent years.
Apart fran its relatively high profit margin, it also has the
additional advantage of having its films reusable for future
years. It is therefore to the benefit of Printwell if
greater sales volume of film calendars can be realized via
promotional efforts. Cn the other hand, if film calendar is
only a fad phenomenon, and custaners are forever searching
for novelty item, then development of new style of calendar
should receive more emphasis and attention. The underlying
reason is that successful new calendars usually command
substantially higher profit margins as it takes time for the
competitors to cane up with their own versions, enter the
market and eventually compete on a price basis.
(vi) Due to the inherent characteristics of calendars, both the
placing of orders and production process do not occur until
the second half of the year. This inevitably inrlies that
Printwell, as well as most of the other calendar-publishing
ccn anies, are faced with seasonal peaks and valleys in their
production schedule. In addition, the fluctuation in demand
for calendars also creates difficulties for both idle
resources, inventory control and storage which may mean
higher carrying costs and capital investment. Although this
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prcblegn is not unique in nature to Printwell, Printwell, in all its
years of operation, has always been looking for other means and
+n ath out the seasonal fluctuations.
(vii) During the past five years, An Pak has emerged as a major
calendar agent and is anticipated to inrose increasing threat
to Printwell in the foreseeable future. As a calendar agent,
An Pak can offer a wider spectrum of calendars for selection
l
as it usually carries different styles and desgns of
calendars from different publishers. Further, due to the
discount that it receives from publishers (as already
explained in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4), it is sometimes able
to cut down on the prices of calendars to the customers. The
fact that it does not make but simply buy its calendars from
the publishers means that the problems of capital requirement
and risk bearing associated with production and inventory
management do not exist. The recent success of An Pak makes
Printwell ponder if it would be more profitable to go as an
agent or stay as a well-established publisher in the
industry..
(viii) Printwell has always been well aware of its weak sales force.
To initiate a more active selling prograimm, Printwell must
first find out what constitutes its potential custaners.
Specifically, it is hoped that the act of calendar purchase
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can be causally correlated with sane attributes of the firm
such as firm size, type of business and volume of China
trading etc. If this kind of relationships can be
established, pranotional strategies can then be tailored for
the target market segment with the greatest sales potential.
At present, Printwell is relatively weak in its sales force
as a result of the passive marketing management that it has
been practising since caning into being. Little concerted
attention has been devoted to either the training or the
retaining of veteran sales persons.
This, in turn has already caused a fairly high turnover rate
among the sales personnel. If Printwell is to take a more
active marketing position, one of the imperative
prerequisites would be the strengthening of its sales force.
In addition to the above identified problem issues
Printwell is now concerned with, by means of a well-planned
marketing research, Printwell also aims at uncovering any
other problems that it does not even know exist.
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5.1.2 RESEARCH OBJDCTIVES
The problens, having been defined in section 5.1.1 above are now
translated into the following specific research objectives.
(i) to identify new trends in tastes and needs of different
market segments
(ii) to identify problem areas in operation
(iii) to measure market sales potential and Printwell's profitable
market share
(iv) to ascertain the growth opportunities associated with China
trading
(v) to analyse factors governing the repeat buying of customers
(vi) to ensure consumers' attitudes and beliefs about calendars
(vii) to understand the positioning of Printwell in the eyes of
customers.
In line with the setting of these objectives, several tentative
hypotheses are then developed for further testing.
(i) As far as the whole calendar industry is concerned, China
within the next five years, is still the area with the
greatest sales potential.
(ii) There is little or no patronage on the side of the custcniers.
(iii) Price only plays a minor role in the custcn-ers' decision
making consideration.
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(iv) Printers and advertisers, who are acquainted with the
calendar industry, recognize that Printwell's strength lies
in its better quality control of publishing.
(v) Trades associated with China-tradings are more likely to
purchase calendars as gift items.
(vi) Printwell is recognized, mainly among printers and
advertisers, to be specialized in such themes as scenery and
paintings.
(vii) In the next 5 years, more and more users will deal directly
with the publishers instead of through the printers or
advertisers.
viii) China traders usually prefer film calendars to paper
calendars.
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5.2 SPECIFICATION AND SCXJRCES OF INFORMATICN
5.2.1 SPECIFICATION OF INFORMATION
At this point, it is necessary to develop a clete list of all
the data required to meet the research objectives.
a) Are the consumers price cognitive, i.e. do they- decide
principally upon the basis of price?
b) Are the consumers habit-determined, i.e. do they tend to be
satisfied with the publishers that they last purchased frcan?
c) What are the consumer patronage motives- convenience of
location, rapidity of service, price, assortment of
calendars, services quality, calibre of sales personnel,
reputation?
d) How should the calendars be styled and designed and in what
sizes, colours and materials should they be produced?
e) Who makes decision in the buying process?
f) Based on their experience, do the customers expect any
increase/decrease in their calendar purchase in the next five
years?
g) What is the existing calendar market size?
h) What is the market share captured by Printwell?
i) When will the customers buy it, i.e. what are the time,
frequency?
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j) How does the customers learn about it?
k) Who will buy the product, i.e. what are the user-industries?
1) What quantities will the consumer buy and at what price?
m) How will the consumer buy it, i.e. directly from the
publishers or via printers and/or advertisers?
n) What is the average company size of the consumer?
o) Are most customers aware of the film calendars?
p) What are the uses of the calendars?
q) Is there a budget for the calendar purchase?
Answers to these questions are used to provide groundwork for
the basic short and medium-range strategic planning.
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5.2.2 SOURCES OF INFORMATION
a) Secondary Data Sources
Secondary research sources have been searched early in the
problem investigation stage and prior to collecting any
primary data. The internal sources ccarrise of Printwell' s
historical sales records, invoices and financial statements.
Also, the authors have talked with knowledgeable individuals
in the calendar industry, in order to sharpen their concepts
and to know exactly what data to collect during the formal
research Droect.
External research data are extracted from various issues of
the Hong Kong Printers Association Yearbook, the Hong Kong
Monthly Digest of Statistics, the China Trade Fair
Publications and the statistics collected by the Hong Kong
Trade Development Council.
Further, information on Printwell's ccretitors are also
obtained frcgn the price quotation brochures, catalogues and
advertisements put up by its major competitors and from the
trade shows.
At this stage, it has been found that most of the external
secondary data offered little help to the research project.
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They did not meet the need of the research as they were collected for
other purposes. Thus, after a review of the previous research
objectives, an overall plan is developed to collect primary data.
b) Primary Data Sources
Primary data sources are obtained by means of a formally




After the formulation of the research problems and specification
of the information requirement, the research design is developed to
outline the methods used in collecting the needed primary data.
Survey research is employed as it is a versatile, flexible and
relatively inexpensive tool for gathering pertinent data. It is
aimed at soliciting ideas and comments fran a representative- sample
of a tarqet population.
Two types of camK)nly used survey methods, namely executive
interview and mail questionnaire are used.
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5.3.1 EXBCUrIVE INTERVIEW
Executive interviews are conducted with existing and prospective
clients of Printwell from various trades. In-depth information on
the state of mind, behavioural and intentional aspects of the
calendar industry is sought in face-to-face question-and-answer
session between the authors and the respondents. Usually, this kind
of interviews is quite expensive as the interviews are usually
carried over lunches at which both parties would feel more relaxed.
Below is a list of general discussion subjects on the above
described aspects used as the interview progresses.
a) Why will the consumer buy the calendar? (uses, association)
b) How will he buy it? (user and channel buying habits)
c) Why does he prefer it? (motivation, differentiation, appeal)
d) What price will he pay for it? (volumes at different prices,
ccrnpetition, substitutes)
e) What quantities will he buy? (potentials, packaging,
pricing, storing)
f) How will he learn about it? (selling, advertising,
promotion)
g) When will he buy it? (time, frequency, seasonality)
h) Will his need for it increase? decrease? (forecasts)
During the interview, the interviewees are given a
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considerable latitude in answering the open-ended questions. Results




Mail questionnaire is used as a relatively cost effective means
of gathering primary data. This kind of survey method is chosen as
it is not hampered by interviewer bias and problems connected with
the management of interviewers.
A mailing list of the existing and prospective custcgners of
Printwell are sampled for the survey fran the segments of printers,
advertisers, China traders and a number of leading manufacturers
among various representative trades. Whenever possible, the names of
individual respondents are acquired together with the names and
addresses of the companies to establish personal contact.
To make sure that the questions are clear and are in proper
order, the questionnaires are pretested after construction. On a
very small scale of 5 samples per segment, a survey of questionnaires
is used to test the sampling design as well as the questionnaire
involved. Any questions that are likely to be misunderstood or




Stratified sanpling is used as it is believed that the groups o:
printers, advertisers, China traders and manufacturers differ widel:
on attitudes towards calendar purchasing, yet members within each
With anticipation of a very poor response rate, which is camon
with this kind of mail questionnaire, a total of 300 questionnaires
are mailed. 150 of them are directed to 15 trades, selected in a
random fashion fran the population set contained in the yellow pages.
The remaining 150 are divided equally amongst the trades of printers,
advertising agents and China traders selected in a random fashion
from the existing and prospective clients of Printwell Company. The
prospective clients are so defined as to include those who are
existing calendar purchasers and has once shown interest in
purchasing calendars and made initial contact with Printwell Conpany.




Fifteen executive interviews are conducted mostly over
lunches at the initial stage of the market research. Ten
such interviewees are existing clients of Printwell from
various trades. It is felt that such a sample of ten may be
biased since these interviewees may have established personal
or habitual sentiments towards the products/services of
Printwell. Another five interviewees are therefore selected
such that a more balanced survey can be made. These five
interviewees are those that have once expressed interest in
Printwell's products but have not eventually realized any
purchases. They are tracked down and contacted through the
name cards that they have once left with Printwell.
Hopefully, these kinds of interviewees can give us scene ideas
about why Printwell's products are not being selected.
Most of these interviews require a duration of about one hour
during which a wide range of questions are being asked. As
the questions are open-ended and flexible, descriptive
investigation which is otherwise hard to conduct by the form
of questionnaire is acccalished.




Based on the situational analysis and the executive
interview, the questionnaires are constructed to contain all
possible subjects that we want to ask about.
As the situational analysis reveals that there are
differences in the buying behaviour among the market
segments, sane parts of the questionnaire have been tailored
to best suit our purposes. Virtually, there are four sets of
questionnaires for the individual segments.
Since it is suspected that score of the potential respondents
may not be able to understand English, all questions are
translated into Chinese and are then typesetted to give a
neat and professional look.
Concerted efforts have been devoted to make the questions
clear, precise and sirrple, with the format, layout and
printing designed to give a short and easy look. To ensure a
greater chance of being answered, check questions are asked
rather than open-ended ones to elicit the desired
information. This kind of questions also has the advantage
of being more readily to be answered and tabulated.
Student Research Project stationery which include
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letterhead and envelopes are used to give a more academic
research-oriented look. The outgoing envelopes are addressed,
whenever possible, to the individuals whose names are known
so as to establish a personal contact. With each
questionnaire, an accompanying letter is enclosed to state
the purpose of the survey, to express our gratitude for their
cooperation and to stress the confidentiality of their reply.
Prior to the formal investigation, pretesting has been donE
on a very small scale to ascertain whether the phrasing of
the questions is clear to the respondents. Improper design
elements, such as sequence and length of questionnaire ar(
also refined and modified during the pretesting phase.
The finalized versions of the questionnaire with respect to
different market segments are then mailed to the sampled
respondents, according to the ccanpiled mailing list.
To enhace greater response rate frcan the respondents,
telephone follow-ups are done approximately two or three days
after the mailing date. This is done to create the feeling
of personal ccarmunication between the researcher and the
respondents and is aimed at persuading them to fill out the
questionnaire before they have thrown the questionnaire away.
The telephone follow-ups state that it will only take a short
time and the questionnaire can be answered easily. In
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particular, it stresses on the equal importance of the reply in the
case of non calendar purchaser, as the information may tell us their
reasons for not buying.
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5.4.3 COST ESTIMATION AND TIME SCHEDULE
HK$Cost Items
Executive Interview:
1,500lunches@ $100 per interviewee
Mail Questionnaire:
300Questionnaire typesetting
Questionnaire photocopying@ $1 per respondent 320





22 Jan 87Survey design,
sampling plan etc.
2. Sanrling mail list
22 Jan 87construction
3.* Questionnaire and lettez
18 Feb 87construction
4. Data Gathering:
mailing date 19 Feb 87
telephone follow-up :3Feb87
closing date 28 Feb 87
5. Tabulating 3 Mar 87
6. Analysi 10 Mar 87
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF MARKET RESEARCH
6.1 RESULTS OF EXBCUTIVE INIERVIEW
The purpose of conducting executive interview, as noted in
Section 5.3.1, is to gather in-depth information on the state of mind,
behavioural and intentional aspects of the calendar industry.
Interviews with 15 existing and prospective clients of Printwell from
various trades have been conducted. Discussion subjects basically
follow those as listed in Section 5.3.1. The information obtained is
particularly helpful in the choice and setting of the topics for
formal mail questionnaires for the respective classes (see exhibit 6.1
to 6.4).
To generalize:
(l) Most of the interviewees said that they purchase calendars mainly
because of trade habit and tradition. None of them has ever given
any serious thought to underlying factors motivating their buying
actions, and spent little time on searching for the right product.
(2) They learnabout publishers through either personal knowledge or
shopping around as the majority of the publishers are located in
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the same street. However, for those engaged in China trading, their
very first information is usually fran the advertisements in
associated journals.
(3) In the eyes of the interviewees, the theme of the calendar
affects their choice a lot. To a great extent, their preference
is determined as such, with publisher's patronage playing a very
minor role. However, once when a particular theme, say scenery,
has been decided, the selection from various designs of the sane
theme would then be based mostly upon intuition.
(4) As expected, interviewees are all concerned with both the price
and quality of the calendars. However, they would prefer to have
the business concluded with a publisher that they know well,
should the price and quality do not differ too much amcong
publishers. In case of acquiring calendars of different themes,
they would go to one publisher for scenery, and to another for
movie stars, so to say.
(5) For interviewees engaged in China trading, they said their
volume of purchase depends greatly upon the demand from
China-end. They further expect calendar purchases would
increase in the years ahead. Regarding calendar type, they
consider film calendar to be at present the most popular one and
expect this trend to prevail in the near future.
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(6) For interviewees of printers and advertisers sort, they are a
little bit conservative about the trend of their future purchase
of calendar. Most would expect the volume of purchase to remain
stable while a few anticipate a decreasing trend.
(7) Although all interviewees indicated that they would like to see
some novelty features in calendar design, they cannot however
expressly state the attributes they actually look for in a
calendar, nor can they suggest any innovative idea concerning the
calendar design.
(8) A few of the existing paper calendar buyers are willing to
upgrade their purchase. Although they showed interest in the
buying of film calendars, they would also prefer to wait until
the price come down a little bit later as would be expected.
(9) The market demand for calendars is, to a great extent,
inelastic. This in-plies that a lowering in the overall prices
of calendars would not induce an overall increase in the market
demand for then. A cut in prices by one publisher, ceteris
paribus, would however effectively attract more potential
customers from other publishers. This advantage may of course be
only temporary as the can etitors will undoubtedly retaliate to
recapture their lost business. Further, a cut in prices of film
calendars is also expected to induce a shift of purchase from the
existing paper calendars to film calendars.
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(10) As the purchase of calendars is only regarded as part of the
prcanotional activities, the demand is widely fluctuating. That
is to say, most interviewees agreed that, if their company's
profit or the general economic condition deteriorates, this kind
of budget would be the first to be cut.
(11) The interviewees stated that, due to the very nature of the
product itself, the purchase of calendars is very infrequent.
Orders, usually of size less than 1000 units, are only made in
the second half of the year. This buying pattern carries a
marketing point as personal selling programmes and/or
advertising must keep Printwell's name constantly before the
market so that when a buyer is in the market, he will be
acquainted with Printwell.
(12) Very often, the calendar buying decision is made solely by the
owner-manager without consultation with other people, as calendar
purchase is considered relatively trivial.
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D HIBIT 6.1
Questionnaire for Randan Sampling
QUESTIONNAIRE: Please tick as appropriate (more than one choice is
allowed).
a) Haw many employees are there in your firm?
100-20050-100less than 50 irore than 200
b) Please state the major scope of business of your firm.
c) What is the annual sales revenue of your firm (in HK$ million)?
6-10 11-30 more than 30less than 5
Id) Is your firm connected with any China-trading: Yes
e) Does your firm purchase any corporate calendars each year?
Yes- PLEASE CONTINUE WITH PART A
No- Does your firm engage in pro otional/advertising
activities, e.g. sending out gift items to your client?
Yes- PLEASE CONTINUE WITH PART B




1) Is there a budget for calendar purchase each year?
NoYes
2) Who makes the decision for calendar purchasing?
p.r. deptadmin.dept.owner/g. manager
group decision others (please specify)
3) How many calendars does your firm purchase each year?
1001-2000501-1000less than 500
more than 50002001-5000
4) What is the unit price (in HK$) in your last purchase?
IAcc than S 21-306-10 11-20
more than 30
5) What is the usual type of calendar your firm purchased?
film calendar
paper calendar: "22x34", 12 or 13 pages
"22x34", 6 or 7 pages
"17x22", 12 or 13 pages
"17x22", 6 or 7 pages
"11x17", 6 or 7 pages
6) Are H.K. public holidays required on your fire's calendar?
yes No
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8) What is the major factor in choosing the theme?
habit/tradition popularitycompany image
novelty
No9) Does your firm have a there loyalty? Yes
10) Where are the calendars mostly distributed? Hong Kong
S.E. AsiaEuropEU.S.A.China
11) How does your firm acquire the calendar catalogues?
by introductionyellow page
through advertisementpersonal knowledge
12) For how many years have your firm been purchasing calendars?
Wore than 107-103-6less than 3
13) What is the trend of calendar purchase in the last 5 years?
decreasingincreasingfairly constant
14) The major factors that govern your firm's purchase from
particular publisher are, in order of importance, (111
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is the most imtortant factor. "2" is the second most
important and so on),
China delivery optionprice
prrampt delivery credit period
location of publisherquality
frequent receipt ofpersonal relationshii
catalogues fran
publisher
15) Does your firm use the same publisher every year?
NoYes
End of Part A, thank you for your cooperation
PART B:
1) what is the budget for gift items/advertisement (HK$)?
100,001-500,000less than 100,000
more than 1 million500,001-1 million
2) Your firm's advertising budget is spent on:
(please fill in 1, 2, 3, 4, with 1 representing the media




paper products e.g. diary, address book
(except calendars)
others
3) Why does your firm not consider using calendars as one of
your advertising/pramotional media?
not an effectivenever thought oftrade habit
price per contactcozy imagemedium
4) If you are interested in getting rrore information about
calendars, a free copy will be sent to you. Yes Nc




QUESTIONNAIRE: Please tick as appropriate (more than one choice is
allowed).
1) How many employees are there in your firm?
more than 200100-20C50-100less than 50
2) What is the annual sales revenue of your firm (in HK$ million)?
mre than 3011-306-10less than 5
3) How many calendars does your firm purchase each year:
2001-5000801-2000less than 80(
more than 5000
4) What is the average price (in HK$) for each calendar your firm
purchased?
11-25-10less than 5 more than 20_
5) How many orders does your firm place each year (on one order
per client basis)? less than 3 3-5 6-10
more than 10
6) What kind of print facilities does your firm have?
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4K single color2K double color2K single color
4 color machine4K double color
7) What is the usual type of calendar your firm purchased?
film calendar
paper calendar: 22x34, 12 or 13 pages
"22x34", 6 or 7 pages
"17x22", 12 or 13 pages
"17x22", 6 or 7 pages
"11x17", 6 or 7 pages
8) Are H.K. public holidays required on your firm's calendar:
NoYes




in) What is the maor factor in choosing the theme?
habit/tradition popularitycaiipany image.
novelty
No11) Does your firm have a theme loyalty? Yes
No191 Is your firm connected with any China-trading? Yes
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U.S.A.131 Where are the calendar clients? Hong Konc
China othersEurope
14) Haw manv catalogues does your firm usually show to the clients.
more than 54 5321
15) How does your firm acquire the calendar catalogues?
yellow pages by introduction personal knowledge
through advertisement
16) Does your firm return the calendars to the puriisners or
Nocollating? Yes
17) For how many years have your firm been purchasing calendars:
more than 107-103-6less than
18) what is the trend of calendar purchase in the last 5 years?
decreasingfairly constant increasing
19) Does your firm prefer any calendar publishers? Wishing
Cheong HingAnpakHo WaiPrintwell
Yee Fat Kwok Sing_
20) The major factors that govern your firm's purchase from
a particular publisher are, in order of importance, ("l"
is the most important factor, "2" is the second nxost
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important and so on).
China delivery option
price
prat delivery credit period
location of publisherquality
frequent receipt cataloguespersonal relationship
from publisher
21) Does your firm use the same publisher every year?
NoYes




QUESTIaNNAIRE: Please tick as appropriate (nDre than one choice is
allowed).
1) How many employees are there in your fine?
pore than 200100-20050-100less than 50
2) What is the annual sales revenue of your firm (in HK$ million)?
rare than 3011-306-10less than 5
3) How many calendars does your firm purchase each year?
2001-5000801-2000less than 800
more than 5000
4) what is the average price (in HK$) for each calendar that your
firm purchased?
more than 2011-206-10less than 5
5) How many orders does your firm place each year (on one order per
client basis)?
more than i(6-10less than 3 3-5
6) What is the usual type of calendar your fine purchased?
film calendar
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paper calendar: "22x34", 12 or 13 pages
"22x34", 6 or 7 pages
"17x22", 12 or 13 pages
"17x22", 6 or 7 pages
"11x17", 6 or 7 page
7) Does your client require the printing of H.K. public holidays
Noon the calendars? Yes




9) What is the major factor that leads to the choices of the theme?
habit/tradition popularityclient's own image-
novelty
10) Does your firm prepare custan designs for most of your clients?
NOYes
11) If so, are the designs mostly of text arrangements or text with
inset photos? text only text with inset photos.
No12) Does your client have a theme loyalty? Yes
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No13) Is your firm connected with any China-trading? Yes
U.S.A.14) Where are the calendar clients? Hong Kong
mne OthersChina
15) Do most of your clients pay for the calendars under the
Noadvertising budget? Yes
16) How does your firm acquire the calendar catalogues?
yellow pages by introduction_
through advertisementpersonal knowledge
7) For how many years have your firm been purchasing calendars:
more than 107-103-6less than 3
18) What is the trend of calendar purchase in the last 5 years?
decreasingfairly constant increasing_
19) Does your firm prefer any calendar publishers? Wishing
Cheong HingAnpakHo WaiPrintwell
ok SingYee Fat
20) The major factors that govern your fine's purchase frcgn
a particular publisher are, in order of importance,( "1"
is the most important factor, "2" is the second most





frequent receipt of cataloguespersonal relationship
fran publisher
21) Does your firm use the same publisher every year?
NoYes
End of questionnaire. Thank you for your cooperation
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EXHIBIT 6.4
Questionnaire for China Traders
QUESTIONNAIRE: Please tick as appropriate (more than one choice is
allowed).
1) How many employees are there in your firm?
rrore than 200100-2050-100less than 50
2) What is the annual sales revenue of your firm (in HK$ million)?
more than 3011-306-10less than 5
3) How many calendars does your firm purchase each year?
2001-5000801-2000less than 800
more than 5000
4) What is the average price (in HK$) for each calendar your firm
purchased?
11-20 more than 20less than 5 5-10
5) How many orders does your firm place each year (on one order
per client basis)? less than 3 3-5 6-10
more than 10
6) What is the usual type of calendar your firm purchased?
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film calendar
paper calendar: "22x34", 12 or 13 pages
"22x34", 6 or 7 pages
"17x22", 12 or 13 pages
"17x22", 6 or 7 pages
"11x17", 6 or 7 pages
7) Are H.K. public holidays required on your firm's calendar?
NcYes




9) What is the major factor in choosing the theme?
habit/tradition popularitycompany image
novelty
NO10) Does your firm have a theme loyalty? Yes
U.S.A.11) Where are the calendar clients? Hong Kong
China OthersEurope
No12) Is your firm connected with any China-trading? Yes
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13) Is it usually your firm's initiative to purchase calendars or
is your firm demanded to purchase by traders at China end?
Chinaown initiative
14) If traders at China demanded for calendars, is the cost of the
calendars being absorbed by normal transactions or paid for
separately?
separatelyabsorbed
15) Please list the province (s) that your fine conducts most
business with?
16) Are you aware of using gift certificate as a tax-free means
Noof importing printed calendars into China? Yes
17) How does your firm acquire the calendar catalogues?
personal knowledgeby introdLictionyellow pages_
through advertisement
18) For how many years have your firm been purchasing calendars?
3-6 more than 107-10less than 3
19) What is the trend of calendar purchase in the last 5 years?
decreasingfairly constant - increasing
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20) Does your fine prefer any calendar publishers? Wishing
Gheong HincHo WalPrintwell kipak
Kwok SintYee Fat
2l) The major factors that govern your firm's purchase fran
a particular publisher are, in order of importance, (1
is the most important factor, 2 is the second most
important and so on).
China delivery optionprice
prarpt delivery credit period
location of publisherquality
frequent receipt cataloguespersonal relationship
from publisher
22) Does your firm use the same publisher every year?
NoYes
End of questionnaire. Thank you for your cooperation
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6.2 RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES
After the survey is Gone, raw aata are eal.tea into a orm
suitable for analysis. Out of the 300 questionnaires sent, 94 have
been received. The better than-expected response rate 31.4 per cent
that is experienced is perhaps largely a result of the telephone
follow-ups pursued approximately two or three days after the mailing
date. For sure, personal contact between the researchers and the
respondents that is so established, fosters to a great extent, the
elimination of inertia on the part of the respondents.
As discussed in the previous chapter, 150 of the questionnaires
were directed to 15 trades, and the remaining were divided equally
amongst the trades of printers, advertisers and China traders.
Categorizing the 150 questionnaires sent to 15 trades as Class I, the
remaining 150 to trades of printers, advertisers and China traders as
Class II, III and IV respectively, the attached tables 6.1 to 6.36
present a summary of the responses to each question that is surveyed
in the questionnaire by each class of respondents. In some cases,
follow ups of errors were allowed by the researchers recontacting the
respondents.
The entries in the total number of responses that appear in the
last column of each table is a horizontal suumtiation of the responses
to different attributes by each class. Given that for scene of the
questions, respondents are allowed to give more than one answers, the
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total number of responses may not in sane cases match with the overall
response rate.
CLASSES OF






























































V TOTAL(%) 80 (85%) 9 (9%) 3 (3%) 2 (2%) 94 (100%)
TAGOE 6.1
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V TOTAL(%) 17 (23%) 57 (77%) 74 (100%)
TABLE 6.12



















































































TREND OF CALENDAR PURCHASING VOLUME
CLASSES OF
































































CLASSES OF TOTAL NO. OF
RESPONDENTS YES NO RESPONSES
I RANDOM SAMPLING
1 AIR-CONDITIONING/ 2 2 4
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
2 BUTTONS/ZIPPERS 2 2
3 CLEANING SERVICES




7 FURNITURE AND 1 1
FIXTURES
8 IMPORT/EXPORT 1 2 3
9 LEATHER
10 METAL
11 PAPER 1 1
12 PLASTICS 1 1
13 SHIPPING 1 2 3
14 TEXTILES
15 TRANSPORT 3 1 4
SUBTOTAL(%) 11 (52%) 10 (48%) 21 (100%)
II PRINTERS(%) 7 (50%) 7 (50%) 14 (100%)
III ADVERTISERS(%) 2 (12%) 14 (88%) 16 (100%)
IV CHINA TRADERS(%) 7 (35%) 13 (65%) 20 (100%)
V TOTAL(%) 27 (38%) 44 (62%) 71 (100%)
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TABLE 6.15
CONNIZTION WITH CHINA TRADING
CLASSES OF TOTAL NO. OF
RESPONDENTS YES NO RESPONSES
I RANDOM SAMPLING
1 AIR-CONDITIONING/ 3 2 5
EICTRICAL
ENGINEERING
2 BUTTONS/ZIPPERS 1 2 3
3 CLEANING SERVICES 2 2
4 CCWERCIAL DESIGN/ 2 3 5
PRODUCTION
5 CONSTRUCTION 2 2
6 ELECTRONICS 1 1 2
7 FURNITURE AND' 2 2
FIXTURES
8 IMPORT/EXPORT 3 1 4
9 LEATHER 1 1
10 METAL 2 2
11 PAPER 1 1
12 PLASTICS 3 1 4
13 SHIPPING 3 3
14 TEXTILES 1 1
15 TRANSPORT 4 2 6
SUBTOTAL(%) 27 (63%) 16 (37%) 43 (100%)
II PRINTERS($) 6 (43%) 8 (57%) 14 (100%)
III ADVERTISERS(%) 10 (63%) 6 (37%) 16 (100%)
IV CHINA TRADERS($) 21 (100%) 21 (100%)






























































































































































































PREFERRED CAT.ENDAR PTTRT.TEFTERE (FOR CTAEGES TT. ITT A TV)
CLASSES OF
RESPONDENTS WTSHTNG CHEONG HTNG PRINTWELL HO WAT AM DA XT





































































Interviewees were ask id to assi jn 1 fo:: the most impor :ant factor
and .8 fcpr the least important factor. The results are tabulated


































14 x 36= 504
16 x 36= 576
71 v 7C= IKC.
V TOTAL 78
TAB;E 6.19
REASPMS FPR [REFERROMG [A[TOCI;AR [;R;OSJERS (FOR CTASSES II, IIII&TV)
TABLE 6.20
ORDERS PLACED PER YEAR (ASSUMING ONE ORDER FROM CLIENT)- FOR CLASSES II, III IV
CLASSES OF




























































































































































































































































































MAGAZINES & GIFT ITEMS RESPONSES
16 (100%)
TABLE 6.25
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4 (31%) 2 (15%) 5 (38%) 1 U7SO i mi
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NOT? APPT.TCART R FOR CTASS TT
15 9491 1 tCL9-
NOT APPLICABLE FOR CLASS IV
V TOTAL

































NOT APPT.TCART R FOR CT ASS TT
7 nfiSO 12
NOT APPLICABLE FOR CLASS IV
V TOTAL
TEXT DFSIGN FOR CLIENTS (FOR CLASS IIII ONLY)
19 (100%)
TABUS 6.31





























NOT APPLICABLE FOR CLASS II
12 (75%) 4 (25%) 16 (100%)
NOT APPLICABLE FOR CIASS IV
V TOTAL
TABLE 6.32
































NCTT APPT, THARTEFOR CLASS IITil
17 (68%) 8 (32%) 25 (100%)
V TOTAL































Mrrr ADDTTCARTIP PHR GT.TT &ttt
2 (13%) 15 (87%)
V TOTAL
TSXFtr.F 6.34
AWARENESS OF 'GIET CERTIFICATE' AS A TAX-FREE MEANS OF





























NOT APPLICABLE FOR CLASS II lit
15 (75%) 5 (25%) on inno.
V TOTAL
TABLE 6. 35


































NOT APPLICABLE FOR CLSS II IIE
13 (34%) 5 (13%) 6 (16%) 1 (2%) 9 (23%) 1 (2%) 3 (8%) 38 (100%)
V TOTAL
TABLE 6.36





















































































6.3 ClBSERVATI NS GATHERED FROM THE SURVEY
6.3.1 OBSERVATION OF ATTRIBUTES
Fran the various tables presented in section 6.2, there are many
observations that can be gathered. These observations are sumnerized
below to facilitate the design of strategies.
Table Number Observation of Attributes
6.1 6.2 Most of the interviewees are small to medium sized
canpanies who employ less than 50 people with an
annual sales revenue ranging from HKD 5 to 30
million. (85 per cent and 92 per cent resp.)
6.3 - The volume of calendar purchase for random sanple
seldom exceeds 5,000 copies per client and that most
purchases are less than 1,000 copies (accumulated
percentage, 61 per cent). This observation
coincides with Printwell's experience.
6. The volume of calendar purchase for existing buyers
appears to be mire evenly spread out, however, the
accumulated percentage for 2,000 copies or less
(66 per cent) is still dominating.
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- The results taken fran random sample indicate that6.5
76 per cent of the calendars purchased are paper
calendars (for price less than HKD 20). For prices
exceeding HKD 20 which indicates film calendars,
there is a 24 per cent of total market. This
observation is a close estimate of Printwell's sales
in terms of sales revenue, but not in terms of
quantities
For existing buyers, the proportion between film and6.6
paper calendars is roughly even (47 per cent vs. 53
per cent). Ce should note that the demand for film
calendars for China traders is particularly high as
expected (76 per cent).
For potential buyers taken frcgn random saile, the6.7
film vs. paper calendar ratio is 13 per cent vs. 87
per cent. This is consistent with the observation
from table 6.5. The slight discrepancy arises frcm
the price range of HKD 20 which normally indicates
paper calendar but can also be interpreted as film
calendar.
When the entire sample is considered, it can be seen
that 17 per cent of the market represent film
calendar 33 per cent of 2K size calendars 38 per
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cent of 4K size calendars and a 12% of 8K size
calendars. This is an accurate confirmation of
Printwell's existing product segmentation.
The demand of film calendars by China traders is
still relatively high when ccared with other
trades.
The demand for 8K size calendars by advertisers is
unexpectedly high and Printwell has in the past been
ignorant of this. Similarly unexpected is the
non-existence of demand for film calendars by
advertisers.
6.8 It can be concluded that about 70 per cent to 80 per
cent of calendar buyers require H.K. public holidays
be printed.
It appears that there is little difference among the6.9
various trades of calendar buyers for their theme
selection.
- The most prominent theme categories are scenery and
paintings which canbined to constitute 62 per cent.
The third most important category is movie stars.
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The result is consistent with Printwell's
experience.
The basis for theme selection among various trades6.10
is similar.
4b per cent of Ue interviewees select tneir memos
based on habit/tradition, while the remaining may
use canpany image, popularity and novelty as their
basis.
An important and unexpected point to note is that
theme selection is seldom based on personal
preference or taste, only 2 per cent.
In general, there is only 22 per cent- 28 per cent6.11
of clients that have theme loyalty for their
calendars.
Theme loyalty for advertisers is exceptionally low
(12 per cent) which is expected because advertisers
only purchase on their clients' demand.
Although only 22 per cent- 28 per cent of clients
have theme loyalty, it has been mentioned above that
46 per cent of interviewees select the thews based
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on habit/tradition. This inconsistency perhaps
indicates the difficulty for clients to
differentiate between loyalty and habit particularly
at a subconscious level when making a purchase.
- The history of calendar purchase for class I local6.12
potential buyers and class II printers stemmed for
more than 10 years with a greater proportion in the
last 6 years.
For advertisers and particularly China traders, the
history of calendar purchase is dominated in the
last 6 years (90 per cent). This confirms the fact
that calendar purchase was not popular prior to
China's open door policy in 1979.
In reviewing the entire sample, 53 per cent of the6.13
clients indicate that their trend of calendar
purchase is increasing while 28 per cent indicate
constancy. This is a very important confirmation
for Printwell to adopt growth strategies.
China traders represent the most marked increase for
calendar purchase (62 per cent). This is inportant
as Printwell has identified China as the most
potential market for expansion.
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There is a significant proportion of printers and
advertisers that had reported a decreasing calendar
purchase (36 per cent and 44 per cent resp.).
Printwell should therefore divert its attention to
other trades and reduce the reliance on printers and
advertisers. Note also that about 64 per cent
randccn sample and China traders indicated an
increasin trend.
6.1 There appears to be a certain degree of patronage
towards calendar publishers for Trost clients except
advertisers (35 per cent to 52 per cent).
Similar to theme loyalty, advertisers who are
normally acting on clients' demand have no patronage
towards publishers.
It is inportant to note that about 63 per cent of6.15
potential buyers (class I) are connected with China
trading. It is perhaps plausible to deduce that a
significant portion of business entities in Hong
Kong are connected with China trading.
The proportion of advertisers connected with China
trading is relatively high, 63 per cent. This
indicates the earlier description is correct stating
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that many advertisers are now operating in China.
It can be further confirmed that China has becre
Hong Kong's most inportant trading partner.
The observation reflects the current situation6.16
accurately in that 71 per cent- 79 per cent of the
calendar produced in Hong Kong are either
distributed locally or in China.
Overseas markets constitute a small but still
significant market segment ranging frcm 21 per cent
to 25 tier cent.
• There is no doubt that Printwell should cater
principally for clients' interest in Hong Kong and
China and direct its marketing effort likewise.
About 62 per cent of clients acquire their6.17
catalogues by personal knowledge. This is an
important point as Printwell should devise its
marketing strategies in order to reach the clients.
Advertisement appears to be effective but this
method alone does not provide all the results
required. Printwell should continue its promotion
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by advertising but should not exhaust its marketing
budget by paying merely advertising fees. The
observation provides a 20 per cent- 33 per cent
basis for consideration..
• Note also that the role played by sales people is
extremely low. Not only is Printwell not staffed
with a strong sales force, other publishers in Hong
Kong appear to be paying less attention also in this
respect. The main drawback is the high fixed cost
for salary disimbursed to salesmen particularly
during low seasons.
It confirms that Printwell and An Pak are canpeting6.18
mostly. Not only are they both major film calendar
publishers in Hong Kong, it is also because of
their proximity for location on the same street (34
per cent vs. 27 per cent).
For class II sample taken on printers who are
professionals in the field, it confirms their
acknowledgement that Wishing, Printwell and An Pak
are better in quality. One should note that An Pak
mostly works as a sales agent for Wishing's paper
calendars.
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For class III sample taken on advertisers, Printwell
and An Pak are tied at the top also. Printwell
appears to have a slight advantage in this respect
(35 per cent over 27 per cent). Wishing's rating is
low in this category and it is therefore concluded
that An Pak's rating is earned by its good quality
in film calendars.
For class IV sample taken on China traders, the
result is also similar with Printwell and An Pak at
the top. One should note that Printwell and An Pak
are the only two local publishers that advertise the
service for China delivery. The result should
therefore not be construed in terms of quality or
other aspects.
- For all three classes of existing buyers, the most6.19
inTportant factors are price and quality. The listed
prices for most calendar publishers are similar and
it is the final discount that differs.
For printers and advertisers, other noteworthy
factors are timely delivery, credit terms and
location of publisher.
For China traders, the service of delivering in
China is also an important factor.
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It is observed that although most buyers place less6.20
than 3 calendar orders per year (avg. 43 per cent),
there is a significant number of buyers who place
more than 3 orders per year. Printwell should
realize that its sales effort should not be ceased
after receiving an order from a client. Printwell
should equally enrhasize on follow-up work in order
to obtain more orders from a client.
As expected, printers and advertisers place more
orders than other buyers because they serve many
clients in this respect.
Although one may expect China traders mostly buy
calendars for themselves (62 per cent), there is
still a large percentage of China traders who may
purchase calendars for their trading partners in
China (38 per cent).
About 60 per cent of the potential buyers have a6.21
fixed budget for calendar purchase each year. It is
observed that this policy decision is connected to
the nature of different trades and perhaps also the
ccmpany size.
About 84 per cent of the decision making for6.22
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purchasing calendars are made by the
employer/manager. This is an important information
as Printwell has been sending catalogues to
potential clients addressing only to the clients'
company name. Printwell should attempt to find out
the names of the loyer/ manager of a ccnpany and
address the catalogue to their attention
accordingly.
For conpanies that do not purchase calendars nest of6.23
them have a budget for pratotional activities of
less than HKD 100,000, if any.
One should interpret the percentages carefully as
the per cent as presented is not real since the
number of no-response has not been incorporated.
For current non-calendar buyes, about 57 per cent of6.24
them are purchasing either diary, stationery or gift
items. This indicates a significant market niche
for Printwell to pursue. Consequently, it is
suggested that Printwell should locate current diary
or stationery buyers who are potential calendar
buyers.
About 70 per cent of current non-calendar buyers6.25
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consider calendars as their trade habit. Printwell
could perhaps bear this in mind when pratoting its
calendars and attempt to change such habit.
- A major proportion of printers (66 per cent) show6.26
either 1 or 2 catalogues to their client. This
indicates that printers are not showing all
publishers' catalogues to their clients with an
equal chance. It is felt that most printers would
normally receive no re than 2 catalogues but somehow
printers make their own selection for whatever
reason (s) before the client does.
This observation should be considered in association
with the observation gathered from table 6.19 in
order to pursue the printers' segment most
effectively.
This confirms with the observations frcm tables 6.16.27
and 6.2, in which most of the printers who carry
calendar as part of their product line are small
companies.
It is found out that 60 per cent of the printers do6.28
not return the printed calendars to the publishers
for collating and binding. It is therefore also
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deduced that most printers would attest to
discourage their clients fran buying film and/or 2K
size calendars which are difficult for printers to
bind without the required facilities.
The percentage of advertisers who carry out custom6.29
design for their clients is unexpectedly high at
94 per cent. In light of the experience from
Printwell, such custan designs are mostly
arrangements of logos and text slight alterations
of publishers' design and the inclusion of inset
pictures. However, Printwell should be as flexible
as possible to acccnvcdate the requirements of
advertisers in view of this extremely favourite
result.
- In connection with table 6.29, the observation is6.30
similar to Printwell's experience.
It is reported that 75 per cent of the calendar6.31
purchase are made as part of the clients'
advertising budget. Printwell should exert its
effort to increase its share from calendar sales in
such budgets.
As pointed out earlier that most, of the interviewees
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are small canpanies who employ less than 50 people
with sales revenue of less than HKD 30 million
(table 6.1 6.2), these companies are not likely to
have an advertising budget. As a result, it is
postulated that most of the clients for advertisers
are larger canpanies (such as China traders as an
example).
• 68 per cent of the China traders purchase calendars6.32
from their own initiative. The questionnaire failed
to find out whether these self-initiatives are
biased towards the popularity of calendars in China.
Printwell should be aware of the preference of
therms and picture composition in China but not be
overwhelmed by such opinions. It appears that Host
decision making are still being made in Hong Kong.
87 per cent of the calendar purchase made by China6.33
traders are being paid for separately. However, the
existence of transactions whose cost of calendars
are being absorbed by other transactions confirmed
the possibility of such a payment method if
required.
It is found that about 75 per cent of the China6.34
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traders are aware of using gift certificate as a
tax-free means of importing printed calendars into
China
Guangdong was found to be the province in China that
6.35
conducts business actively with Hong Kong. However,
the management of Printwell is not aware of the high
amount of activities that appears to be happening in
the provinces of Hubei, Zhejiang, Hebei and Henan.
Printwell should pay attention to these provinces as
well in the pursual of the China market.
86 per cent of the respondents are related to
6.31
promotional activities in the form of calendars or
other means. It should be noted that the name list
for existing buyers, class II, III, and IV had been
accurately compiled as they are all related to
promotional activities.
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6.3.2 MCPTrW (7F (RRFr1ATION BEIWEIN ATTRIBUTES
The observations are gathered by comparing the attributes between
the various tables presented in Section 6.2. Although the
questionnaire return rate is deemed to be above average, the authors
have difficulties in compiling a vigorous statistical analysis for
each characteristic. This is due to the fact that for certain
questions, the responses collected did not constitute a large enough
sample size. It is therefore felt that should a statistical parameter
for correlation be computed, the result could either be
unrepresentative or misleading towards the indication of the degree of
correlation. The following sunuary has consequently been prepared
based on a general observation of the correlations between various
characteristics that are detected when the questionnaires were being
reviewed.
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OBSERVATION OF CORRELATIONS BEIWEE ATTRIBUTESABLE NLNBER
For the random sample (Class I) and China traders6.1 and 6.2
(Class iv), the number of employees in a company6.3. 6.4. 6.23
is, in most cases, positively correlated with both
the annual sales it generates, the budget spent on
promotional activities and the volume of calendars
purchased. Most ccipanies of these two classes
employing 50 or less employees have their annual
sales revenue less than HK$5 million and their
budget on promotional activities less than
HK$100,000. Their volume of calendar purchase, if
any, is less than 1000 units.
For the printers (Class II) and advertisers (Class
III), although a positive relationship between the
carpany size and' the sales revenue can still be
observed, less definite can be said about these two
attributes with the volume of calendar, purchased.
It is because these two classes of respondents
usually buy calendars on the behalf of their
clients.
The above observations on the whole agree with our
a priori expectations generated from Printwell's
operating experience.
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For the random sample (Class I), the size of the6.1 6.22
canpany is also correlated with the decision maker
for the calendar purchase. For carpany with less
than 50 employees, the decision is usually made by
either the manager or the employer himself. But foi
company of larger size, say greater than 100
employees, the decision making process is more
formalized and is more or less a group decision.
The relationship between unit price and the type of6.5, 6.6 6.7
calendar purchased is obvious and serves rrore as a
checking for the validity of the questionnaire
responses. Respondents indicating unit price of
their calendar greater than HK$20 are usually film
calendar buyers whilst those with less than HK$5 per
unit are rrostly buying paper 11x17 6/7 page
calendars.
A very strong correlation can be observed between6.7 6.15
companies with China trading and the type of
calendars purchased. The companies, under this
category, usually select film calendars with unit
price greater than HK$20. This observation is in
line with Printwell's experience.
It has also been observed that the printers (Class6.7 6.18
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II) purchasing film calendars usually prefer
Printwell and/or An Pak as their publishers. This
correlation serves to illustrate that Printwell and
An Pak are keen competitors as far as film calendars
are concerned.
For the printers (Class II), the type of calendars6.7 6.27
that they purchase for their clients is greatly
governed by their existing printing facilities.
Printers (Class II) that do not return the printed6.7 6.28
calendars to the publishers for collating and
binding would usually prefer 4K and/or 8K size
paper calendars to film and/or 2K size calendars as
the latter require special binding facilities.
As expected, the printing of Hong Kong public6.8 6.1E
holidays is only required for calendars distributed
locally. They are not required for calendars
distributed outside Hong Kong.
It is suspected that theme selection of calendar is6.9 6.10
also in scene way correlated with the basis for such
selection. Regardless of classes of respondents,
canpa.nies which select theme on the basis of habit
and tradition usually prefer paintings and scenery.
Cn the other hand, themes such as movie stars and
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"sports are more well suited to those car anies that base their
decisions on popularity and novelty.
Most of the respondents of all classes, that choose6.9 6.18
scenery, and/or paintings as the theme of their
calendars, indicate a preference for Printwell and Az
Pak. It can therefore be said firstly that, in most
cases, particularly among the printers and
advertisers, Printwell is recognized as a publishing
canpany with competitive strength in such theme
handling. Also, it again reinforces our previous
relief that An Pak is and will remain to be the Trost
inminent carpetitor of Printwell in the near future.
Location of calendar end users is found to be6.16 6.7, 6.9
related with the following attributes:6.19, 6.3, 6.4
6.13 (i) type of calendar purchased
(ii) theme selection
(iii) major factors governing the calendar purchase
(iv) volume of calendars purchased
(v) trend of calendar purchase
For calendars distributed in China, film calendar
are most preferred, whereas paper calendars of
varying sizes are selected for distribution outside
China.
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As far as theme selection is concerned, for most of
the calendars distributed to China, paintings and
scenery are most widely adopted. It is therefore
reasoned by the authors that in such an ideologically
sensitive country, the selection of such themes can
be deemed as the safest choice without possibly
entailing adverse criticisms.
For the Southeast Asian countries, theme of Hong
Kong movie stars dcminates.
The above observation is again .in line with
Printwell's experience.
Most respondents rank price and quality to be the two
most important factors governing their calendar
purchasing decision. However, for the China traders
(Class IV), the China delivery option is also ranked
high among all influencing factors.
As expected, purchase of large volume of calendars
are usually distributed to China whilst distribution
to U.S.A. and Europe makes up only a very small
portion in terms of sales volume.
For distribution in China, there appears to be an
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increasing trend in calendar purchase. No notable
trend can be observed for other areas. This
observation confirms our previous assertion that
China should be identified as market of great
potential in the near future.
Little correlation can be discerned between the6.18 6.19
publishers that the respondents preferred and the
major factors governing the calendar purchasing
decision. This can be, to a certain extent,
interpreted to mean that no publisher has been
successful so far, in differentiating itself by
establishing a carpetitive edge in quality, pricing





Not only do the authors feel that the existing management of
Printwell Company is deficient in scene aspects which had been pointed
out in previous chapters, it is also felt that Printwell Canpany has
overlooked the importance of defining a set of obejctives. Since Mr.
Chang junior joined the firm, he has been stressing the important of
a corporate strategy to his father and that a set of objectives
should be defined in* connection with the strategy adopted.
Printwell Company has adopted a growth strategy and in this chapter a
set of goals and objectives is defined in order to accomplish the
growth.
A set of objectives is the foundation of a company's management
and while basic objectives are broad in the sense that they define
long-range fundamental purchase and are not quantifiable or limited
to a time period goals are, on the other hand, performance
objectives that measure the expected attainment within a period and
should be specific. The basic objective of Printwll is to furnish
at a profit calendars and related products of maximum value to the
customers, present and future. The company will expand and diversify
its activities where necessary to fulfill a need for calendars and
related products, to be of greater service to its custaners, to
produce a better quality product, or to obtain mre econanic
production.
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Corresponding to the inherent problems as analysed in the
Chapter of MARKETING PROFILES, the long run goals of Printwell
Caripany cerise the following:
Zb Introduce Marketing Concept As A Guiding Business
Philosophy For The Management
Printwell's operation has been driven by demand and that no
active marketing effort has been witnessed in the past. Not
only has it becoming more profitable to sell directly to the
end users, it has also become an urgency to adopt a
market-oriented approach as the reliance on printers and
wholesalers is no longer practical. It is hoped that a
custarier orientation can be incorporated as part of the
management perspective that a set of objectives is devised
to create a bigger calendar market by educating the
customers and that Printwell's strategy should be designed
to satisfy the custaners' requirements.
b) To Establish A Significant Market Base In China
Of the many calendar publishers that are now operating in
China, none of them has a market base. The calendar business
that has been conducted so far is more like merchandise
trading where every deal is considered individually. It has
been identified that China is the most prcminent market for
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expansion in the foreseeable future. As the management of
Printwell did not decide on divesting Printwell' s resources,
it must be realized that the econany of Hong Kong is, to a
great extent, governed by China's stability and policy. It
is therefore only natural that Printwell should establish a
base in a potential market without necessarily entailing
great costs.
c) To Increase The Profit Margin Of Existing Operations
It has been pointed out that the cartpetition in the .last rew
years had been so severe that the gross profit margin for
most calendar publishers has been unreasonably law. Within
the next five years at least, it is regarded that this
situation is not likely to improve. Printwell should
therefore investigate the possibility of establishing a
calendar wholesale agency in order to acquire the marginal
profit at a small increment of marginal costs. other
alternatives may cciprise the opening of a publishing house
in China, and/or the development of new products.
d) To Overccane Or Alleviate The Problem Of Idle Resources During
The Off-Peak Production Period
Although the problem of idle resources during off-peak
seasons is common to calendar publishers around the world,
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Printwell should look for alternatives to overcar or
alleviate this problem. However successful it may be, it can
reduce the fixed cost cceonent and thus increase the
contribution of calendar sales. In spring 1987, Printwell
accepted two processing jobs for acetate greeting cards from
an overseas client. Printwell should also evaluate the
procedures required for optimizing its production method.
e Identify Untapped Market Niche
Printwell should attempt to identify untapped market niche(s)
which is (are) more profitable. The calendar market for
western fines in Hong Kong and China is largely untouched and
Printwell may investigate the feasibility of penetrating this
market. Governed by the many requirements of stock
calendars, calendars are seldom designed for the purpose of
retailing. Although the retailing volume is small, Printwell
may design new products such as hand-painted calendar by
utilizing the cheap human resources in China.
Having defined the long term goals of Printwell Company, it is
also necessary to define the short term goals which are designed for
a one year period. These short-term goals are listed as follows:
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I ODRPORATE OBJDCTIVE
To increase the net profit margin by 10 percent. This target
is considered practical in the light of Printwell's operating
performance. One should note, however, that the price of
paper and the Japanese Yen has been soaring and is likely to
affect the cost of Printwell Company to a significant extent.
II MARKETING OBJECTIVES
(i) To increase the local sales revenue by 10 per cent.
The performance of Printwell Ccxany was only
marginally satisfactory in 1986 and that it is
considered reasonable to set a target for increasing
the local sales revenue by 10 per cent.
(ii) To increase the sales revenue of the China market
through direct sales by 40 per cent.
Printwell did not assume an active marketing effort in
China in last few years and that most of the China
sales were conducted indirectly. Although the
percentage growth (30 per cent) was high in 1986, the
canparative growth in dollar value was small when
considering the growth attained by other publishers
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such as Anpak. By assumim an active marketing effort
in China, e.g. participation of the 1987 Spring Trade
Fair, it is considered attainable to establish a target
of 40 per cent.
III DESIGN AMID PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES
(i) to communicate an image of prestige and quality that
has been well established by Printwell Ccxnpany.
(ii) to develop new products such as musical calendars and
jigsaw puzzles.
IV DISTRIBUTION OBJECTIVES
To achieve extensive distribution network within China.
V PRICING OBJEC'T'IVES
(i) to meet ccretition from other calendar publishers, in
particular, Anpak and Wishing.
(ii) to maintain prestige and quality control of Printwell
(iii) to yield a net profit margin of 10 per cent.
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VI PROMOTION OBJECTIVES
(i) To strengthen the existing sales force such that 100
new customers can be signed up next year. Having
adopted a customer oriented approach, Printwell is
determined to reorganize and strengthen its sales force. The
target of 100 new custoaners is considered reasonable and is
used as a measure of performance.
(ii) To train and return the veteran staff such that the
problem of high turnover rate among the sales person
and designers can be mitigated. This is of great
iiortance and that the high turn over rate has in the





Based on the experience of Printwell's management and the
findings of the market research presented in Table 6.6 and 6.7, it is
reoamnended that the ratio between paper calendar and film calendar be
maintained at approximately 0.8 to 0.2. However it is also
recarmended that the proportion for film calendars be increased slowly
because of the higher profit margin. Printwell is currently the third
leading film calendar importer from Japan and has very good
relationship with Japan. The relative disadvantage is very much a
matter of late start than for other reasons. Printwell has
preliminarily decided to publish film calendar jointly with its major
Japanese supplier and this approach can reduce Printwell's cost and
enhance its position significantly.
It can also be observed from table 6.13 and 6.15 that China has a
particular preference for film calendar. This provides the long-term
prospects for expansion. In addition, film calendar is not limited by
time for selling except for the base paper on which the calendar is
printed. The film calendar market is relatively less ccenpetitive than
the paper calendar market. It can also be seen from table 6.7 that
the 2K and 4K sizes are more popular. These two types of calendar
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seem to be well accepted both in Hong Kong and China. The profit
margin for these two types of calendar is also higher than others.
Printwell was hesitant about publishing too many designs in the past
because of the high capital ccnudt ment in the costs for copyright and
colour separation. However, this problem is now alleviated as.
Printwell is capable of selling the designs and copyrights for past
productions to redeem part of the publishing costs. In order to
reduce the production costs to a mini_ttum, Korean or Dutch paper were
considered for replacing Japan made paper. In view of Printwell's
goodwill and its reputation for quality, it is reccnmended that Japan
made paper be used for paper calendar of size 4K and above. Printwell
can reduce cost for 8K calendars by using Dutch paper as the quality
requirement is relatively low for low end products. Korean paper is
considered not acceptable for a consistent good printing result for
paper calendars. Korean made non-coated paper can be used as base
paper for film calendar. The attention on film calendar is the
printing result of the film and the printing of the calendar is a
simple two-colour printing. The adoption of other substitute material
should be considered carefully to ensure that no detrimental effects
would be caused to Printwell's reputation.
Given the quality and price of two publishers' product are close,
the attractiveness of the theme pictures is no doubt the deciding
factor governing a purchase. Printwell must exert its best effort to
find the best theme pictures available, and at the same time paying
close attention for responses frcan clients. It was gathered from
table 6.9 that scenery and paintings are the two most popular themes
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and Printwell should strive to maintain its leading position. Effort
should also be made to acquire good movie stars pictures which is
still a popular theme at which Printwell is deficient. It is
recautended that one to two new themes be tested each year to maintain
a leading publisher's images as well as testing new ideas. Printwell
should be very flexible in choosing its calendar theme as it appears
that the clients have no theme loyalty.
Research and design for new products is also encouraged because
of the likely higher profit margin associated and the possibility of
reducing idle capacity in low seasons. Various new ideas have been
reported such as music calendars, picture diary, posters, table mats,
jigsaw puzzle and greeting cards. Greeting cards are apparently the
most feasible alternative and Printwell has already started joint
publishing with a publishing firm in China. Existing products can
also be re-designed at small costs, such as postcards and table
calendars. It is hoped that by doing this the idle capacity at low
season can be utilized.
Printwell is currently producing 15,000 copies of catalogues each
year basically for circulation in Hong Kong. Although same catalogues
were sent to China in the past, the number was small. It is
recommended that Printwell should increase the production of
catalogues for 3,000 copies for distribution in China. This will
increase the chance for China sales either directly or indirectly, and
will at least prcwte the reputation and image of Printwell in China.
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The pricing policy of Printwell depends on many factors governing
the cost, but to a large extent, it is governed by the pricing policy
of other publishers. The nature of the calendar industry in Hong Kong
is oligopolistic. Furthernnre, there is little unique characteristics
for calendar as a product and calendars are easy to substitute. The
pricing policy has also changed to become more advantageous for sales
agents and one should refer to section 4.1.1 for details. The pricing
policy reccended here is based on the above together with the
findings of the market research.
Based on table 6.19, it is reccnmnended that Printwell should be
willing to accept lower prices than in the past. Previously,
Printwell was selective in accepting orders because of the production
capacity constraint and the stable posture. This policy may lead to
losing of customers in the long run. In the above table, it can be
seen that law-end products still cerise a significant share of the
market. Printwell's previous policy was to avoid these orders. As
Printwell has decided to adopt a growth posture and to increase its
production capacity, Printwell should accept orders for low-end
products in order to optimize the production capacity. The unit
contribution for low-end products is acceptable as the marginal cost
for production is small. The copyright and colour separation fees for
low-end products such as 8K size calendars are absorbed by the sane
therm but larger size calendars. It is highly probable that the
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custamers may up-grade their calendar purchase in the future.
During the executive interviews and subsequently confimed by the
findings of the market research (see table 6.19), it is noted that
customers in general are willing to buy more film calendars at a lower
price. Not only is the film calendar a much mare appealing product,
it also has great utility values than 2K size 12 or 13 page calendars
which are of comparable price. Based on this analysis, it is
recommended that Printwell can reduce the price for film calendars
slightly. The gross profit margin for film calendars is relatively
high and the production costs is inversely proportional to the
production quantity. It is hoped that by adopting this pricing
strategy, the sales volume for film calendar can be increased. Except
for An Pak and Shun Cheong, other publishers are not likely to be able
to reduce their prices for film calendars accordingly and thus small
carpetitors can perhaps be driven out.
The pricing strategy for paper calendars should be maintained and
even increased. The profit margin for 8K and 4K size calendars are
very low while that of 2K is acceptable. If other cca-petitors are
going to adjust the price for paper calendars upwards, Printwell
should also increase. The increase in price would make the profit
margin for 8K and 4K size calendars beccine more reasonable. The
increase for 2K size calendar would further reduce the price
difference between film calendars which is the strategy for film
calendars.
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Printwell and other publishers can also agree on the cancellation
of the preferential discount rate given to sales agents as described
in section 4.1.1. Many sales agents have enjoyed this inequitable
discount policy for a long time and their growth have becc
threatening to the publishers. The cancellation of the preferential
discount rate would allow a more equitable share of the profits for
different mm-hers of the distribution channel. Calendar publishers
must accept the existence of a few large sales agent such as An Pak
and Mei Ka who have the financial resources to acoitnndate the
publishing role. However, the growth of other sales agents can
perhaps be controlled.
The pricing policy for China should be set by taking into account
the cost of import tariffs, transportation and processing. The
general basic price should be in line with that of Shun Cheong and An
Pak who have the larger market share in China. Each quotation must,
however, be considered individually because there is great variances
in terms of quantities, printing requirements and black market
exchange rate, if any. One of the alternatives to alleviate the
problem of converting local currency is to buy back Chinese products
for exportation to Hong Kong. Printwell can also arrange to reimburse
the processing costs in Reminbei and at the same time for travelling
expenses in China.
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8.3 PRODUCTION MM OD
In the past Printwell had been selective in accepting orders or
had been forced to refuse orders because of the limited production
capacity. In late 1986 before this study coninenced, Printwell had
bought a larger factory at Aberdeen. The management had also decided
to purchase a binding machine and a collating machine. The budget of
these two machines had been incorporated* in this study. The capital
investment that had been effected so far was in accordance with the
financial situation of Printwell.
The above decision was made not only to increase we pLVUUL L.LV11
capacity of Printwell but also to reduce the reliance on human
resources for production. As mentioned in section 4.3.2 the labour
cost in Hong Kong is no longer cheap and skilled labour is also
difficult to find. The staff members that Printwell has are beccming
old and a few key members are approaching their retiring age. It is
therefore necessary for Printwell to establish the long-terns objective
to automate its production. This is why a continuous reinvestment of
machinery is specified in the budget.
Printwell is also considering the possibility of shifting its
production procedures towards the Japanese style. The Japanese bind
all the blank calendars first and then print the advertisement
subsequently. The production method has the advantage of spreading
the work load and tends to alleviate the problem at peak season.
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However, this production method requires an inventory at a Hoch
earlier stage of the year and therefore requires the early investment
of paper and thus accrued interest. The printing machine for
subsequent advertisement printing is not popular in Hong Kong and
should this method be adopted, Printwell would have to acquire these
machines. The feasibility of this production method in Hong Kong
would require a feasibility study and is beyond the scope of this
study. However, this production method is recnded for serious
investigation. The Japanese production method is reccmTended because
it is an alternative to alleviate the problem of seasonal
fluctuations. Popular designs such as sceneries and paintings can be
bound at low seasons. It will also facilitate the storage requirement
of Printwell's warehouse.
As Printwell is now beginning to develop a serious business
relationship with its Chinese counterparts, it is certainly feasible
for Printwell to shift its production, in part or full, to China.
China has abundant cheap labour and the transportation costs are low.
There are many means of transportation to China-such as by train,
trucks and vessels. In the past Printwell had been transporting
calendars which are to be delivered in China for processing in China.
In section 4.2.1 it has been pointed out that gift certificates can
be used for custom declaration as tax-free items. Not only is
transportation cost low, the geographic proximity also allows for very
efficient re-exportation to Hong Kong. Normally goods in Guangzhou
can be delivered to Hong Kong within a day.
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The production of the calendar catalogues has also been changed.
The design process for calendars is carried out continuously
year-round because of the requirement of early publication for China.
Normally, entities in China select their calendar in early March and
place their orders in April or May. This is required because the
purchase is a group decision and the cost of the calendars would have
to be deducted from that year's budget. The Spring China Camiodities
Export Fair usually held in April is a big event for calendar
publishers because many representatives fran different parts of China
will convene in Guangzhou. Thus the fair becomes a convenient meeting
place for publishers and buyers frcin different trades. As a matter of
fact, Shun Cheong holds a calendar exhibition fair annually at




It is reccarmended that Printwell should consider the possibility
of opening a sales agency under a different name in Kowloon. A sales
agency has the advantage of obtaining the preferential discount
mentioned in section 4.1.1. The overhead cost for Printwell to open a
sales agency is low as the actual production is still to be carried
out by Printwell's plant. The sales agency can also obtain a 90-day
payment period from most publishers and can use the customers'
deposits as working capital. Currently, unless the customer decided
on a design that is published by Printwell, Printwell does not earn
any profit if the client decided to purchase from other publishers.
But as a sales agent, it can represent designs from many publishers
and thus increase the chance of serving more clients. The gross
profit margin for sales agents is fairly high and at times could even
surpass that of the publishers if all costs are taken into account.
The reason for choosing Kowloon as a prospective area is that it
offers the proximity and convenience for clients that are located in
Kowloon and the New Territories. In table 6.19 it has been confirmed
that location is a significant factor for consideration.
At the same time, it is suggested that Printwell should increase
its efforts to reach end-users directly and to reduce its reliance on
printers, advertisers and other intermediaries. The competition in
the calendar industry for the last few years had been very severe and
it is obvious that the key to success is profit maximization. In table
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6.28, it is noted that most printers do not return the calendars to
the publishers for binding. The profit margin for selling loose sheet
blank claendars is low. The pricing strategy that is recatrrended to
attain this objective has been described in detail in section 8.2.
The possibility of capturing a higher profit margin is one but of
the many reasons why Printwell should attempt to reach end-users
directly. This success of this approach would also help to secure a
bigger custcmer base for Printwell. Although it is illegal to offer
rebate to the purchaser in Hong Kong unless both the buyer and the
supplier are fully notified, it is still a ccgrtrion practice in Hong
Kong to offer rebates to purchasers. This is perhaps a reason why
direct end-users have better patronage towards the publishers than the
printers and advertisers (see table 6.14).
As China has been regarded as the most potential market in
future, it is only natural that Printwell should attempt to establish
more direct contacts. Personal relationships are very important in
China and cash rebates or other forms of showing appreciation is not
unccatrron. Table .6.35 provides a' basis for pursual for various
locations in China. It has also been ascertained that all the




Printwell's promotional efforts seek to modify the behaviour and
thinking of consumers regarding their choice of calendars. All
promotions have the task of informing, presuading and reminding the
target market about the firm's offerings. Printwell also strives to
search for a promotional mix that would be most effective in
accomplishing the firm's prarotional objectives. Various factors such
as advertising, sales promotion and salesforce will be considered.
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8.5.1 ADVERTISING
Advertisements will be placed in the Tai Kung Pao starting fran
May to October when the calendar season is at its peak. Tai Kung Pao
is chosen because it has now becaree a very popular newspaper
particularly for China traders. Advertising in newspaper is effective
and has the advantage of low cost per contact. The advertising fee
for placing advertisement in Chinese newspaper is low and thus the
Guangzhou Ribao and Television Weekly will be considered because of
its penetration power. Advertisement will also be placed in the Hong
Kong Printer's Association Bulletin because it is a popular magazine
for printers operating in Hong Kong and China alike. Many Chinese
printing press refer to this magazine for information. Tai Kung Pao
also publishes special editorial report on the printing and publihsing
industry in Hong Kong twice a year.
Other means of advertising such as television and radio are not
recnded. The cost of placing advertisements in television is too
high if a continuous exposure is to be maintained. Besides the
objective for Printwell's advertising scheme is to reach the business
sector but not the general consumers. Radio is not considered
effective because it is believed that visual contact is required for
calendars. The important thing is to reach the right audience but not
a wide audience.
It is also rec mended that Printwell should consider the
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feasibility of putting advertisements in English newspapers such as
the South China Morning Post. It has been pointed out that foreign
firms in Hong Kong appear to be an untapped market niche although the
potential is not too high. Cne of the calendar publishers in Hong
Kong, Cameraman Publications Ltd. is a small publishing firm that
appears to be the only publisher who is actively pursuing this market.
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8.5.2 SALES PROMOTION
Because of the law profit margin for most of the calendar
products, most publishers in Hong Kong do not issue sales prattiotional
its to their custcrers. At the end of every year, Printwell will
distribute gift calendars to its clients. In addition it is now
reccermended that diaries and calendar cards be distributed to clients.
The objective is to prcmote the image of Printwell and to remind the
clients of the ccxany name.
In order to prcmote the image and publicity of Printwell, it is
reccamx ended that posters will be issued to clients and bookstores in
China. The cost of printing posters is not too high and it has been
noted that many households in China have the habit of keeping printed
matter for decorations. It is further suggested that 3,000 extra
copies of catalogues be printed for distribution in China.
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8.5.3 SAL ESFE
In table 6.17, it is noted that the role played by salesperson in
the calendar industry is small. As described previously most of the
calendar publishers in Hong Kong used to rely on the sales effort by
intermediaries. To adopt a market oriented approach now and to
increase its sales effort accordingly, Printwell would have a
ca arative advantage over other publishers who are still negligent in
this respect. Printwell should retain the existing staff and to
delegate more responsibilities such that a sense of self efficiency
and job satisfaction can be created. A better working atmosphere
should also be fostered. In early 1986, Printwell had redecorated its
office in attempt to instill a sense of liveliness and aggressiveness
in the firm.
Printwell should also consider to implement a set of fringe
benefits for its staff. However the implementation should be carried
out slowly and must be in proportion with the financial capabilities
of Printwell. Printwell should also increase its salesforce in China
and this can be easily coped with financially. The labour cost in
China is cheap, however, a period of time would have to be spent for
training. This is an important approach because personal contacts in
China are very important.
Another stretegic move that has been adopted by Printwell is to
hire part-time insurance salesman to work for Printwell. Because of
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personal contacts of Mr. Chang junior he was able to arrange a team of
insurance salesmen to work for Printwell at peak season on a
commission basis. This is considered practical as insurance salesmen
are usually very persuading and the additional overhead cost that is
to be incurred is small. A full conrdssion system for all the sales
staff of Printwell is difficult to implement. First of all, the
seasonal fluctuations in sales requires the provision of a substantial
basic salary. Besides there is a significant proportion of the sales
that is from regular customers. Consequently it is difficult to
devise a commission system that will be incentive and at the same time





As pointed out previously Printwell's management is considered
inefficient and too centralized. The centralization stemmed frcen the
personal management style previously exerted by Mr. Chang senior. As
Printwell is a typical Chinese owned family business, there appears to
be a lot of tradition in the firm. Mr. Chang senior is slowly
retiring from the firm while his son is being delegated with more
responsibilities continuously. It is suggested by the authors that
Mr. Chang junior should delegate more responsibilities to his staff
and at the same time be very explicit in doing so. As described in
section 3.4, Printwell should consider the possibility of independent
departmentalization and devise decision rules such that procedures can
be standardized as far as practical.
Printwell can also set up a small department in a similar fashion
of setting up a business strategic unit for design of new products as
well as the pursual of other products such as greeting cards.
Printwell has embarked on a good beginning of publishing greeting
cards jointly with the Guangdong Publishing in-port and Export Company.
The prospects for publishing greeting cards in China is fairly
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promising but is nevertheless outside the scope of this study and will
not be described in detail. The establishment of a small SBU is
considered suitable to perform as an idea centre with the ease of
accounting for its expenses separately.
It- is envisaged that the exploration of new ideas would not be too
costly when cured with other design and research studies where
capital investment is required. In order to alleviate the problem of
tight foreign exchange control enforced by China, Printwell should
also be designing products which could be exported to other parts of
the world such as the United States for a balanced trade. The
management of Printwell agrees that this is feasible particularly for
products which are labour intensive. The objective of setting up a
base in China was established by taking this and other factors into
account. Not only would a base in China provide convenient liaison
locations, it would also serve as an important information centre.
The structure of the Chinese business societies are quite different
from the West, and the situation is further ccoplicated by the recent
open door policy which allows sane relaxation of the old rules. It is
generally regarded as appropriate to purport that the most successful
China-trading group in Hong Kong are now immigrants from China. Not
only do they have the knowledge about the business structure, they
have also valuable personal relationships. The owners of An Pak and
Mei Ka were immigrated from China. This study has been performed on
the assumption that China will become Hong Kong's most important
trading partner and that its political stability will not be deterred
in the near future.
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In section 4.3.2 the authors have pointed out the problem of high
labour turnover rate. The processing procedures for collating and
binding calendars do not require very high skill but a lot of
attention as there are numerous small orders. Printwell should employ
more low-salaried staff and build into its existing salary system
other incentives such as bonuses and health insurance. By adopting
this measure, it is hoped that the loyalty towards the firm could be
enhanced. These staff numbers would acquire the skill through
training and would grow with the firm. It would also alleviate the
likely crisis should the turnover rate remains high. For workers with
the same department, it is possible to implement a job-rotation scheme
particularly at the beginning of the calendar season such that workers
can obtain much thorough training.
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9.2 SALES FORECAST
According to the past perforntiance of Printwell Conpany and the
objectives established in Chapter 7, the following preliminary sales
forecast is produced for strategic planning. Validity of the forecast
will be monitored continuously with necessary adjustments made
accordingly.
TOTAL SALES REVENUE OF PRIN'IWELL COMPANY (HK$ MILLION)







1.9 2.01.81.61.0 1.5U.S.A. Canada
0.70.71.C 0.71.83.0Southeast Asia
0.5 0.50.40.40.30.2Australia
1 _R1.31.00.i0.2Direct sales to China
(HK$ PMB converted)
20.0 23.0 26.0 27.0 28.8 31.8Total
The 1987 sales revenue forecast is obtained by assuming that the
short run objectives are attainable. That is to say, local sales
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revenue is expected to increase by 10% while that for the direct sales
to China by 40%. Sales revenues generated fran other areas are Wore
or less the same throughout 1987. The overall increase in sales
revenue in 1987 as oapared with 1986 is HKD 3 million.
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9.3 ALIQCATICN OF NECESSARY RESOURCES (BUDGETING)
Having established the objectives and described tree various
marketing canponents that are required, resources must be allocated to
obtain the objectives. This involves budgeting. Budgets are
established at the lowest managerial levels and modified or approved
by succeeding levels of management. This approach is considered most
suitable because the possibility of misinterpreting the objectives is
reduced. Besides the corporate structure of Printwell carprises only
a few levels of management and thus this approach is easy to maintain.
Not only is budgeting required to carry out plans, it also serves as a
basis for control and performance evaluation.
The marketing budgets for carrying out various tactical plans
are established by defining the upper limits of expenses for a one
year period. These upper limits were set by a marginal utility
approach i.e. by estimating the additional revenues that would be
gained should the objectives be reached. The upper limits are set by
calculating the additional fixed expenses required in order to reach
the objectives. This approach is considered appropriate as the
business of Printwell is well established and that it is difficult to
differentiate expenses into precise categories. These budgets are
required to be reviewed at least on a yearly basis and that the
objectives should also be reviewed on a similar basis. A brief
description is given below with the breakdown of the budgets.
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9.3.1 PRODUCT
The annual additional budget for product department is HIED
154,000. This budget emphasizes the continual requirement for new
product design as well as the re-design for improving existing
products. The design fee is not substantial because the design
process is carried out mostly by sketches and sample mock-ups. In the
light of Printwell's experience, the fee is largely exhausted by
subscribing various design magazines for reference. This budget also
calls for an annual increase of 2 designs (themes) of calendar. The
fixed cost for publishing two additional themes is included together
with an extra 3,000 copies of catalogues deemed necessary for
effective coverage in China. It should be pointed out that the
authors do not intend to reccnutend these measures on an additional
basis year after year. It is felt that Printwell should reach a
maturity stage for its calendar range within 3 years.
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9.3.2 DISTRIBUrICN (SALES)
The annual additional budget for the distribution (sales)
department is estimated to be HKD 285,000. This budget allows for the
employment of 3 local sales staff together with a 10% bonus. No
ccnmission is allowed because Printwell's existing operation do not
allow for coatmissions. An initial sales team of 3 members is not
considered adequate but is considered appropriate in view of
Printwell' s budget. After two years when the salesforce is doubled,
Printwell should have sufficient salesmen. It is at this time that
the management should consider the feasibility of inrlementing a
ccnvdssion system after a stable market share is attained.
For the China market, it is recommended that 2 Chinese salesmen
be employed for initial exploration and collection of information.
This task is considered worthwhile as the labour cost in China is law.
Although Printwell has scene contacts with Chinese entities, the
requirement for liaising and comuuting has proven to be time consuming
and expensive. Furthermore, it is believed that Chinese salesmen could
be more effective because of their inherent knowledge regarding
China's business structure, culture, geography and languages. It is
recommended that the Chinese sales team can be enforced on a
continuous basis for a longer period of time. This is feasible because
of the law wages and that China is such a vast country with tremendous
potential.
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The distribution (sales) budget also allows tor travelling, zooa ana
accam odation. Mr. Chang junior is required to make 2 trips to U.S.A.
and 3 trips to Japan annually. He and the Chinese sales staff would
also be travelling extensively in China. However, the travelling cost
in China is relatively low.
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9.3.3 ADVERTISING
The annual additional advertising budget is set at EKU b/,uuu.
This is a small budget as other means of advertising and as television
is not considered due to Printwell's financial capabilities. The cost
per contact for television is low but the actual cost required is
high. Radio broadcasting is not considered because visual contact is
necessary for calendars. Tai Kung Pao in Hong Kong is chosen because
it is a must-read newspaper for Chinese establishments as well as
China-traders. Television Weekly and Guangzhou Ribo are chosen
because they have extensive coverage in Guangzhou. The advertising
cost is low and it is hoped that Printwell's sales could be boosted
indirectly.
It is noted that an advertising staff should be recruited to
coordinate the advertising activities among various newspaper collect
information regarding the effectiveness of the advertisements analyse
the information collected design new advertisements to effectively
cc miunicate with the public and to coordinate the advertising
activities with other departments. However, since Printv,ell is not a
large company, it is felt that these chores could be performed by
existing staff. This budget is inclusive for all the costs to be
incurred for launching the advertisements and the costs for conducting




The annual additional requirement tor sales pratiotion is ruin
71,250. This is not an aggressive approach for promotion but is
regarded as a nice gesture at a small cost. This includes sending
5,000 copies of diaries to custoirers as gifts in Hong Kong and 10,000
copies of poster for distribution in China. The cost of physical
distribution and postage is also allowed. This additional budget can
perhaps be maintained for a long period of time as Printwell's
clientele base builds up and sales grows. Other gift items can also
be used but the cost should not exceed this budget. Sales promotion
is not too popular amongst local calendar publishers and Printwell is
in a comparatively advantageous position.
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9.3.5 PRcDUCTION
This budget is estimated to be HKD 115,350 on an annual
additional basis and should perhaps be enforced for a long period of
time. This budget is actually a reinvestment instalment plan in which
the importance for autcoation is emphasized. As pointed out
previously, the high labour costs rendered the necessity for
production automation. This bduget will also enable Printwell to
increase its production capacity by 30% with a small increase in
labour requirement. Printwell could utilize a few more machines but
the actual requirement should be reviewed in future. It is easy to
justify the purchase of machinery from the production point of view,
however, whether it is as easy to justify from the view point of
return on investment requires further analysis.
The budget allows for the employment of 2 additional unskilled
labourers and 1 Chinese supervisor. The Chinese supervisor is
responsible for coordinating and supervising the processing work that
is carried out in China.
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BREAKD WN FOR TACTICAL BUDGE]? (ADDITICt AL EXPENSES PER YEAR)
PRODUCT
HK$ 50,000Inhouse design fee for product develozt
20,0002 sets of additional therm each year, copyright
Colour separation cost for 2 sets of additional
40,000
theme each year
Cost of additional 3,000 copies of catalogues for
30,000circulation in China
HKD 140,000
14,000Allow 10% for miscellaneous expenditure
154,000
HKD 154,000Therefore annual additional budget for product
DISTRIBUTION (SAID
HKD 108,000Annual renumeration for 3 local sales staff
10,800Allow 10% for bonus
12,000Annual renumeration for 2 Chinese sales staff
1,800Allow 15% for commission
2,400Allow 20% for bonus
150,000Allowance for travelling, food and accommodation
HIK-D 285,000
HKD 285,000Therefore annual additional budget for sales
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ADVERTISING
Newspaper, 2x3 advertisement space averaging 90 times a year.
ED 54,000Tai Kung Pao, Hong Kong
10,800Television Weekly, Guangzhou, PRC
9,000Guangzhou Ribo, Guangzhou, PRC
UKD 73,800
Magazines, full page advertisement averaging 10 times a year.
Hong Kong Printers Association Bulletin, Hong Kong HKD 6,000
4,000Chinese Export Conmodities Fair
3, 200Tai Kung Pao Printers Special
BKD 13,200
Therefore annual aciciitional buciget tor aavertising ntw o, uuu
SALES PROMOTION
HKD 50,0005,000 copies of gift diaries to direct clients
7 _nnc10,000 copies of poster for distribution in China
HKD 57,000
14,250Allow 25% for postage and distribution cost
HKD 71,250
HKD 71,250Therefore annual add'1 budget for sales prcamtion
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PRWUCrICN
Equivalent annuities for the purchase of a collating
HKD 30,000machine, 10 years useful life
Equivalent annuities for the purchase of a binding
13,000machine, 10 years useful life
4,300Allow 10% for repair and maintenance
6,450Allow 15% fob electricity billings
HKD 53,750
HKD 50,000Annual renumeration for 2 local labourers
5,000Allow 10% for bonus
HKD 55,000
HKD 6,000Annual renumeration for 1 Chinese supervisor
600Allow 10% for bonus
HKD 6,600
Therefore annual additional budget for production HKD 115,350
One should note that the total additional budget for next year is HKD
712,600 and may seem excessive at the first glance (24% of additional
sales revenue). The increase in sales revenue for next year (1987) is
HKD 3,000,000. It should be emphasized that:
a) the budget contains all the relevant fixed costs
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b) the budget includes reinvestment in machinery and personnel
c) the budget allows for continuous research and an active
marketing approach
d) the budget should be reduced after a fast growth period for 2-3
years
e) the objectives are conservatively being set for next year,
however more aggressive objectives are possible.
The annual increirnnt of personnel for salesforce and production
as well as travelling expenses and so on should be carefully examined
and perhaps be reduced once Printwell has achieved its fast growth.
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9.4 IlKPLIIMENTATICU AND CONTROL
Having established the budget, the planned course of action is
ready for implementation. Authority must be granted to the relevant
personnel who will carry out the plan. The plans must gain acceptance
throughout the entire organization. However, new plans often mean
change and change create resistance. Resistance can be dealt with in a
number of ways:
Education and carmunication regarding the new plan
Participation and involvement by those who will be affected
Giving group leaders a key role in the implementation process
The worst way to gain ccirpliance is through coercision people
resent forced change.
Effective channels should be established to collect feedback.
Control is essentially a continual process ensuring events are
conforming to the plans. Further market researches are proposed by
this report and it is felt that with careful analysis of the results,
certain insights could be gained by measuring the findings against the
quantitative objectives that have been set out. The controlling
process is more than conducting market research, all personnel





This report has described in detail the establishment and
developxnent of a typical Chinese company who is operating as a
calendar publisher. It is postulated that many of the successful
elements for Chinese ccanpanies are similar and at the sane time so are
the areas of deficiency. Due to external changes in the environment,
many Chinese comp=es have changed or have the need to change their
organization structure and management style.
To ensure that any changes made are of good cause and
effective, the existing marketing profiles of Printwell Ccrnpany are
examined the findings of the market research are analysed a set of
objectives are deduced and a detailed description of all the
marketing cauponents which lead to the proposal of the marketing
strategies and allocation of resources is given.
Based on the above, it is concluded that Printwell Con 1y's
decision to adopt a market oriented approach as a means of arranging
its organization structure and management style is feasible. The
ultimate objective to make Printwell's operations become more
profitable in the long run can be achieved. The market research
findings and the subsequent forecast and budgeting presented in this
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report provide justification for this conclusion.
The objectives and the corresponding strategies are set
conservatively in this report so as not to create a heavy burden on
Printwell's financial position. It should be emphasized that upon the
successful implerrntation of this new management perspective, a more
aggressive set of objectives could be set in accordance to the
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